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HERRING LOSES

OF HAMILTON

DUCHESS

REAR ADMIRAL GRIFFIN

TROTZKY LEADS

V ,

HOPE FOR PEACE

f'

IN SLAV CAPITAL

BRANDED CAPTAIN

BELGIANS ROUT

t(?K

OF GAS SHELLS CAST ON
LINE OF AMERICAN TROOPS
IN TOUL 8ECTOR.

RAIN

TO MOSCOW.

Full Citizen-

Wtra

ship.
Albany, N. T. A big,
man, wearing an officer's
with two silver bars on Ms
shoulders, walked Into the executfrs
chamber of the capltol here, and stepped smartly to the governor's desk.
"Governor, I am a captain In the
th regiment," he said by way of
Introduction.
"Sit down, captain," Invited the governor. "Whut can I do for you?"
"Your excellency, I am In distress-gr- eat
distress. I mil well beyond the
draft age. When the wur broke out I
entered a training tsiinp and won a
first lieutenancy.
Shortly ufter I was
promoted to captain. I nm now recommended for the gold leaf of a major.
All my life I have tried to act on the
square with all the world.
"But I fell that was years ago. I
was sentenced to state prison. Three
When I
years ago you paroled me.
left Grent Meadow prison I thought
thnt your act had restored me to cltl- d

'jnl-for-

ALLIES MASS RESERVES

JAP

TONS OF BOMBS
DROPPED ON TEUTONS IN

FORTY-EIGH-

TINUES.

ni;ijft t'lilon Nt w a tfen i p
('optiihaKcn, .March 1. Chuin- llor
vou UtTllhiK. uii I lio first reading in
the liirhtan of thf peace trenty with
HuKsiii, (li'i lai cd iliul lie did not witjh
lo diKcusB the opinions ut (ieiinnny ;
tunnies reuat'liiiB. the (reaty.
"Hypocrisy," (lie chancellor added,
'lias liecomi' second nature to the
enemy, whose uninillifullies.s is made
worse liy Its brutality. Every attempt
at ciilrn explanation and every real du
liberation must fail whin the enemy,
ut (lie i r moment they are Uiylny a
tn'iivy hand 0:1 a neutral country, daro
speak of a policy tinid'd by cumpleie
Veetein Sr

unselfishness.
eoniains no
"The treaty with ltus;-ilonditions disgraceful to Itussia. if
lie provinces b' eakiiiK away from
Kupsiu say H is in accordance with
their own wish and (he wish is accepted by Kus.da."
The imperial chancellor declared
that Courland and Lithuania were
united to Cei inany politically and ecoHi' added
nomically and militarily.
(hat he expelled a deputation from
Uthiinria vviihin the next few days,
after which Lithuania would likewise
be recognized as
in independent
sfate.
London
Two hundred and fifty-fivflights into (lei'many have been
carried out by lirititih aviators, and
only ten machines iiave been lost.
.James lan Macl'herson. parliamentary
secretary of the war office, announced
In answer lo a question in the House
of ('ominous regarding the results of
recent air raids into German territory.
a

the French Kronl in France,
March 20- .- The center of interest (luring (he last few days has passed from
the Champagne to the vicinity of Verdun, where both l hp French and the
Hermans have broken into marked
activity.
In the Verdun region the correspondent watched the execution of
two trench raids on a large scale carried out by (he French on Saturday
evening and at dawn on Sunday, Hie
results of which exceeded ail expectations. Within twelve hours the French
had penetrated the remarkably strong
systems of German trenches In both
Cheppy wood and Malanconrt wood to
a depth a( some points of more than

rvl'f.
- Tile
Workmen's
Tokio. ..March
and Soldiers' Association has been
making efforts lo lorni a separate Siberian republic, according lo a special dispatch from Irkutsk.
WeuliUi N'

.;ijM--

Paris, Marcn 19. Attacks by German storm troops In the regions of
f'leuport, Dlxmude and Merckem
gained a fooling at some points, but
all were expelled by counter attacks,
says the Belgian official statement.
As the allied world has day after
day read the official reports from the
allied and Teuton war offices In the
hope that some inkling of the real situation would present itself, the realization has come home that the Americans, French, British, Belgian and Portuguese troops are maintaining their
control over the front running from
the North sea to Switzerland.
Artillery fire, at some point growing
in Intensity, is reuorted but .the allies
'have held their own and their raiding
parties are everywhere busy In the enemy's trenches.
The long expected and confidently
awaited Germau drive has not materialized and the allies threaten to start
an offensive of their own at various
points against the Teutonic legions.
British flyers bag ten Teuton planes
and return unharmed.
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duchess of Hamilton, was
"mentioned for her devoted work in
the auxiliary hospital" into which her
Suffolk home, Easton Park, Wiekham
Market, was transformed. She has given up all her social duties to devote her
entire time to Red Cross work.
Mary,

JAPAN STILL UNDECIDED
PRESIDENT EXPECTED TO
FINE STAND IN FAR EAST.
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Requisition Dutch Craft
Is Estimated at 500,000
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BRITISH BRING DOWN TWELVE
FLYERS, AND ALLIED AIRPLANES RETURN TO CAMP.
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The Hague After a cabinet council lasting into the night, the government cabled to London a message
which, according to reliable information, probably will lead to satisfactory
conclusion of the shipping difficulty.
An Amsterdam dispatch on Saturday
said it had been learned on excellent
authority (hat the Dutch government
had accepted the demand of the entente allies relating to the use of
Dutch ships in the danger .one.

The
Congress
Soviets has ratified the peace
a quarter of a mile.
agreement with Germany by a large
They destroyed all the enemy majority. Th opposition, notably the
and
blockhouse
shelters,
works, his
Social Revolutionaries of the left, made
which had taken the Germans years a
valiant, but futile, effort to prevent
back
(wo the
to construct. They brought
acceptance of the treaty, which
groups of prisoners, each comprising was characterized by (he minister of
themeighty men, while the French
as being
selves suffered only the slightest justice
i.iUntic."
and
losses.
He staled tin., the Social Revolu
tionary party repu.iiated the responsiWashington. Germany is charged
for the ncceptame of the treaty,
here bility
in official dispatches reaching
would resign from the government and
from France with having attempted to devote all its power and influence to
force Sweden (o become a participant
the organization of armed resistance
conferences for to German
In (be
imperialism.
of
a getllement
questions affecting
her
with
diplomthe Baltic. Failing
Washington. First intimations from
acy, the dispatch says, Germany re- official sources (hat President Wilson
sorted to forcp in occupying the Aland
inighl soon make a statement bearing
islands, landing her troops under (lie on the Russian debacle came Saturpretext of acting on a request from day when it was stated that the Presthe Finns.
ident in his close study of the situation has got to the point where he is
Washington. The key lo the litis thinking of such a course.
f
riddle of the western battle front is
There lr no official Indication of the
In the hands of the Supreme War medium the President will choose or
Council at Versailles. Decision as to when he will choose it, but It Is genthe time and place of major offensives erally believed that as usual he will
to the world
by the allies rests with that body. It direct his statement
directly controls, also, officials here through an address to a Joint session
believe, a new weapon forged during of Congress.
(he winter with which to make effecPremier Terauchi and Foreign Mintive its plan of grand strategy. The ister Motono (old parliament at Tokio
weapon Is believed (o lie in a pooling nothing bad been decided upon with
of the army reserves of all the allies' reference to the Siberian situation.
armies, permitting overwhelming
The military situation has reached a
:t selected points of at- state of perfected preparedness.
tack.
American observers now are conDELAY OVER DUTCH SHIPS.
vinced that the German high command plans a defensive campaign, and U. S. to
Requisition Craft with
drive on Paris
that the
Estimated at 500,000.
or the channel ports has been abanto
Washington. March 19. As the redoned. The initiative, according
this view, rests wiih the allied and sult of information that The Netherlands government had prepared an ofAmerican forces.
ficial communication in regard to the
President Siam Dayliaht Saving Bill. use of Dutch tonnage by the allied na
Washington. The daylight saving. tions, the United States government
bill was signed by President Wilson. decided to delay actual physical steps
It puts all clocks forward an hour on attendant upon the commandeering of
the last Sunday in March and turns the ships now held within its Juristhem back again the last Sunday in diction until diplomatic formalities
had been met.
October.
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Hapaianda, Sweden, March 1'J.
Pelrograd is a deserted city, all government offices having been evacuated and die ministries moved to
Moscow. Those remaining In the city
will not be permitted to leave, and
all passenger train service has been
suspended. The new Council of Commissaries, under the name of "the
Coi
line of l'etrograd," has authorized the reissuance of the bourgeoise
newspapers, which were suspended at
Hie beginning ot the German drive.
Leon Trot inky remains in control of
the situation ill l'etrograd, while Nikolai l.enine is managing at Moscow.
AustroGerman forces are moving
upon VVoroshba, aiming to occupy
Kharkov (120 'miles southwest of Moscow), it was reported here. The Russians have evacuated both places.
Tales of atrocities rivaling those of
llelgimn have reached here concerning the German occupation of Mohilev
and Gomel (in (he province of Mohilev, on he Dnieper river).
"We are facing dissolution, not
from Germany, bill from Japan," declared Martoff.
A dispatch from l'etrograd tells of
tortures that are being inflicted by
the Ilolsheviki on persons in various
localities. In Voronezh the death pen-- I
ally has been revived for burglars
and in Kazan four peasants, who had
been adjudged guilty of crime, were
condemned to be burned to death.
It is reported that German leaders
are organizing two army corps among
the German war prisoners near Irkutsk, Siberia, a number ot cavalry
companies being included. All
leaders at Blagovestchensk,
500 miles east of Harbin, have been
imprisoned by Cossacks under Gen.
Semenaff, who defeated a combined
force of Bolshevlki and German war
prisoners in a bloody
bayonet battle. The captured troops
were disarmed and order restored.
Having occupied Odessa and Nikolayev, important naval and grain
ports, the Germans in southern Rus-sicontinue their advance northward
from the Black sea toward Kherson,
an important commercial center and
capital of the province of the same
name.
Dispatches from Vasa, Finland, state
that the German army has started a
general offensive in that province,
Three Russian torpedo boats and
three mine sweepers were captured
at Abo by an invading force of Ger-- !
mans who eame from the Aland is
lands in transports, preceded by an
icebreaker. The Germans bombarded
the town for an hour.
Hakhinatch and Konotop (In the
province of Tchernigov, 350 miles
have been
southwest of Moscow)
taken by German forces. An attack
on Hriansk (in the province of Orel,
was
2U0 miles southwest of Moscow)
repulsed, the Germans retreating in a
disorderly rout.
I

The Germans
London,
have occupied Nikolayev, ill addition
to Odessa, according to a Iteuter dispatch rroin Pelrograd. Hoth Odessa
and Nikolayev were taken without
lighting. The fleet ut Odessa had fld
to Scbastopol. The Germans immediboth
ately suppressed the Soviets
cities and seized the naval yards tit
Nikolayev. The German advance continues in (he direction of Kherson.
The first train direct rroin lieiiin arrived at Odessa Saturday.
March

Wind Carries Off $700 in Pueblo.
Pueblo, Colo. T. H. Foley had $700
in bills in a bank book blown from a
lumber pile where he had laid It, In

'the high wind March 16 and scattered
lalmg the street in the business district of Bessemer. There was a wild
;

scramble for the money. Foley
ered all but $75.

recov-- :

Cattle Range Ban on Sheep Upheld.
Washington. The Idaho law prohibiting the driving of sheep upon a
cattle range was declared constitutional by the Supreme Court.
Archbishop of Tuam Is Dead.
Tuam, Ireland. The Most Rev. John
Healy, archbishop of Tuam, died here.
He had occupied the archbishopric
since ISO'S.
Texan Joins Supreme Bench.

Ausl'a Tex. Judge T. B. Greenwood, Pafeffifiw, Tax, was appointed

an associate justice of the Supreme
Court.
New Honduras Minister Here.
Washington. Jose Lopez Gutierrez
presented his credentials to Secretary
Lansing as minister from Honduras.

McAdoo Isrues Plea to Labor.
McAdoo
Secretary
Washington.
called on American labor not to object if the nation's war policy of conserving credit results in curtailing
building operations, but to seek some
other kind of employment If necessary, ar a patriotic duty.

MP

Rear Admiral Robert S. Griffin has
been named to succeed himself as chief
of the bureau of steam engineering of
the navy department instead of receiv-Inanother assignment, as is customary in the department.

g

NEW OFFER BYGERMANS
JAPAN

TO PROTECT ALLIED
TERESTS IN SIBERIA.

IN-

Soviets Ratify German "Peace"
Agreement by Vote of 453 to 30
at Moscow.

Slav

Washington. March

15.

The attitude

of the American government

Paris, March 18 Active artillery
fighting on thfi Verdun front and in
the Woevre is reported in the official
communication. The text of the statement reads: "There was intermittent
activity by the artillery on the right
bank of the Meuse (Verdun front) and
in the Woevre. A German raid in the
sector of Fllrey was repulsed. A German raid in Lorraine was repulsed,
and a large number of bombs have
been dropped by French aviators.
Interesting possibilities are suggested by the revelation In Saturday's
German official statement that a new
German army group has been created
on the front in northern France.
A
British air squadron bombed
Zweibrucken says the British official
16.
The
March
Petrograd.
report on aviation. The report says:
Congress of Soviets, meeting at "Twelve
were
hostile
machines
Moscow by a vote of 453 to 30, dedown and seven others were
brought
with
cided to ratify the peace treaty
driven down out of control. None of
the central powers. M. Ryazonov, a our machines Is
missing."
prominent Bolshevik theorist, and repThe British casualties reported for
resentatives of all the professional the week
ending March 16 numbered
unions, resigned from the Bolshevik 3,562.
party after the vote.
Berlin reportR: "Great losses were
One year ago March 14 Emperor caused among the
population of Menln
Rusof
autocrat
as
Nicholas abdicated
and Halluin (southeast of Ppres) sitConsia and Thursday the
uated behind our front, by the engress of Soviets by an overwhelming emy's fire and dropping of bombs."
vote agreed to German peace termB.
German militarism takes from the
names, inWashington. Eighty-fivpresent Russian government thou- cluding those of nine officers one
sands of square miles of land and mil- killed in action, one in an accident
lions of inhabitants contained in the and seven slightly wounded were
former Imperial territories of Finland, contained in the casualties list issued
Poland, Courland, Lithuania, Ksthonia. Saturday by the War Department.
Livonia and the Ukraine In Europe
and Batoum, Kara and Erlvan in the
London, March 16 The notice
Caucasus. The Russian army must served on Holland by Great Britain
demobilize, the Russian fleet is in- and the United States regarding the
terned and favorable trade agreements taking over of Dutch ships in (allied
are to be given Germany and her al- ports has thrown the German press inlies.
to a toweling rage, the Copenhagen
Announcement of allied policy to- correspondent ot the Exchange Tele-- !
ward Russia and of Japanese inten- graph Company cables. The newspa
tions in eastern Siberia probably will pers demand that Germany take the
follow quickly the news that the
most drastic counter measures if
government, after four months
gives way to the allies.
of rule, has surrendered completely to
the demands of Germany and opened Steel Stock Swindles Total $2,000,000.
Voungstown, Ohio. Sums secured
up the vast European and Asiatic territories to German economic and mili- by the "Yellow Kid" gang of alleged
confidence men from a score of middle
tary penetration.
The question of Japanese interven- western bankers through the sale of
tion in Siberia has brought from For- alleged fake steel : locks here will
to $3,000,000 instead
eign Secretary Balfour In the British amount to close
House of Commons the declaration of $500,000 as originally estimated, acthat he had every confidence in Ja- cording to the police. The story of
or "a $108,000
pan's loyalty in any action it might "(he changed doors,"
be decided to take in the Far East. swindle," is repeated as the latest
the opJapan, he said, would act as the friend chapter in the disclosures of confiof Russia and as the emissary of the erations of the gang of alleged
entente governments in helping Rus- dence men, leaders of whom are held
sia to combat German penetration and here.
save the revolution.
"Count," Women and "Baron" Held.
New York. Four persons claiming
Petrograd, March 16. Fresh disorders have occurred in the German French citizenship, but who, both
fleet off the Aland islands, according American and French authorities say,
to the Russian military newspaper, have been intimately connected with
Krasnaya Armia. The Germrns, it is German espionage activities in the
added, have occupied Razdielnaya sta- United States, were formally arrested
tion on the Odessa railway line, and by agents of the Department of Justhe evacuation of Odessa and Nichol-it- tice. They will be turned over to imis proceeding. The German Ad- migration authorities for deportation
miral Siegert has been appointed com- to France.
mander at Odessa. Before the occuNew Jersey Congressman Dies.
pation of Odessa by the Germans
riots occurred there. German
Morristown, N. J. John H.
authorities have announced that Gercongressman from the Fifth
man commissions with the power of New Jersey district, died at his home
veto will be appointed to the Russian at Montville, following a long illness
ministries to control the fulfillment of due to heart trouble. He was a Rethe treaty of peace.
publican.
e

Hol-lan-

anti-Jewis- h

Cap-stic-

Pioneer Steamboat Man Dies.
Iowa.
William
Council
Bluffs,
Wray, pioneer Missouri river steamboat man, who built "Wray's Landing," where Manawa park,
pleasure resort, now stands, died here.
He was 80 years old.

Ambassador Denounces Peace Treaty.
Washington. Russia's acceptance of
tfie German peace terms was denounced here today by Boris Bakhome-iefthe Rustian ambassador, who last
November formally repudiated the BolThe conditions
shevik government.
imposed by Germany, the ambassador
Seed Loan Bank Opened.
declares, threatens the existence and
Wichita, Kan. The Seed Loan Independence of the country. The embank opened here for the man who bassy, he declares, will continue to adcan't afford to buy seed for his gar- vocate cooperation with the allies in
den.
the war on Germany.

Enroll 250,000 Boy Farm Workers.
Washington. Quotas of boys which
each state is to furnish in the campaign to enlist a boys' working reserve
of 250,000 for the farms, which opened
March 18, was announced by the Department of Labor. Colorado will be
called on for 10,0000; New Mexico,
Secretary Baker to Visit England.
Arizona, 1,500; Utah, 5,000; Neof "War vada, 1,000; Idaho, 4.000; Washington,
Secretary
Washington.
Baker will go to England after con- 15,000; Oregon, 9,500; California,
South Dakota, 4,000; Nebraska,
cluding his visit to France to make
an inspection of the American forces 12,000; Kansas, 17,000; Texas, 25,500;
in training there.
Wyoming, 1,500.

Correspondents to Watch Attack.
London. Almost as perfunctorily
as invitations are issued for attendance upon state functions, the Germans have bidden journalists of neutral countries to appear on the western battle front to witness the commencement of the German offensive
operations.

Report Twenty Thousand Killed.
Petrograd. Twenty thousand casualties have resulted from the civil war
which has broken out in Turkestan between the Soviets and the natives, according to dispatches received here.
Fierce battles are being fought.

Missing.
V'arships Crash: Twenty-SiLondon. Twenty-sipersons are
missing in consequence of a collision
between a naval vessel and the British
steamship Rathmore. Survivors have
been landed at Kingstown, Ireland, by
destroyers.

House Passes Daylight Bill.
Washington. The House passed
the daylight bill, and under its terms
all clocks will be set forward one hour
on March 31. and the new time will
irevail until Oct. 27.

Former Senator Stephenson1 Is Dead.
Wis. Former
United
Marinette,
States Senator Isaac Stephenson Is
dead. Senator Stephenson had been
ill at his home her a week, due to his
age.

Cohen Found Guilty as Nolan Robber.
Denver. Philip Cohen, Fort Morgan fruit merchant, was convicted by
a Jury In the District Court at Brighton of having robbed Mrs. Irene Nolan,
wife of Harry T. Nolan, ot. $3,400
e
worth of diamonds at the Model
on the morning of Jan. 2, while
she was with the Rer.O. J. Barke.

Lcnroot Defeat La Follette Man.
Milwaukee, Wla. Early returns Indicated that Lenroot has defeated
Ibonipsoa tor senator by a close vote.

f,
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37,-00-

Woman Convicted in Blackmail Plot.
A.
Ga. Mrs. Margaret
Atlanta,
HIrsch was convicted by a jury la the
Superior Court of an attempt to extort
$500,000 from Mayor Asa O. Candler
by blackmail and was given the maximum sentence in Georgia for a misdemeanor a year in prison and a fine
of $1,000. J. W. Cook, Indicted Jointly
with her and tried two weeks ago, also
received the maximum sentence, bnt
Cyclone Destroys Australian City.
Brisbane, Australia. Most of the Instead of the prison term ha was givbouses in Innisfall hare been demol- en a year and a day on the chain gang
at hard labor.
ished by a cyclone.

Cattle.
Fat steers, ch. to prime. .. 112.50 a 14.00
rat staera, good to choice. Jt.T5i 12.50
stoers, fair to good.... J0.604f 11.50
Htrlfars. prim
.O0 10.25
.00w 9.75
Cows, fat, good to choice. .
8.006 S.00
Cows, fat, (air to good....
.5UW 7.75
common
to fair
Cows,
t4.0l
18.90
Veal calves
9.0U

Ft

Bulls

7.26W

Feeders, good to choice...
Feeders, fair to sood
Feeders, common to fair...
mockers, Kood to choice...
Blockers, fair to good
Good Hogs
Lambs,

(.60011.00
8.76 Jf 9.:.o
tl.r0

it 10.75
t.iiHt 9.15
9.25

17.11

116.75

Sheep.

IIkIU

17. 008 17.60

16.00i lt.75

heavy
Ewes
Yearlings
Wethers

13.00W 13.00
13.75W
12.75

fll,Ii

HAY AND CHAIN MARKET.

(F. O.

B. Denver,

Carload Price.)

liar.

Buying Trices per Ton.
21.00tt22.0O
Colo, upland, per ton
20.00
Netil. upland, per ton
1'rairle hay new crop)
Colo, and Nebr., per ton. .18.00 I 00
23.00424.00
Timothy, per tun
18.00 Si) 20.00
Alfalfa, per ton
23.0024.00
South 1'ark, per ton
21.00,
Uunnison Valley, per ton...
BU aw, per ton
t.OOiJjl 7.00
3.00
Oats, Nebr., 100 lbs., buying
3.00
Colo., oata, bulk, buying
3.10
Corn chop, sack, selling
3.07
Corn In sack, selling
3.22
Uiuten Feed, sucked, selling
Vi
1.77
Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs., selling
U

Kiour.
b

UUKHSUU

Less 10 per cent commission.
34
32
Turkeys, lancy d. p
tt'2
...24
Turkeys, old toms
20 W22
Turkeys, choice
27
W30
Uucks, young
25
il27
Geese
15
Wl
Uoosters
l.lve

I'oulirr.

Denver.)&

(Prices net Ku.U.
lb

Huoaters,
Vouilg

18
25

15

21
20
23
IS

Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over
Dui'ku, young
lieese

wo

425
W20

No. 1 net, F
.33
U. B. Denver
Eggs, graded No. 2 net, F.
2'
O. B. Denver
misc.
Eggs, case count,
cases, less commission. . . .19,50 99.75

t'KK". graded

"But

I

Fell

That Was Years Ago."

zenship. I learned that it didn't a
fortnight ago when men of my home
town Brooklyn threatened to reveal
to army authorities that I was an
And then they told me that
I was still carrying the brand of a
felon; that your parole was nothing.
I couldn't afford to fight them. I knew
I'd get a square deal from you, so I
came here to "
"You came here," Interrupted the
governor, "to be restored to citizenship. You shall be."
And less than five minutes later
of the th regiment held
Captain
the governor's hand In his right and
in the left the governor's pardon restoring him to citizenship.
He is now with his regiment on his
way to France.
"HUMAN

WOLF" TO BE FREE

Has Four Murders to His Credit and
Has Served 61 Years in
Prison.

j

e

Ntwipsper Union Nwa Bervlct.
DENVER MARKETS.

Hungarian patent, 98 lbs. sacked,
subject to discount

towardB

any German move towards a general
peace at the expense of Russia is directly In line with the expression of
Lord Robert Cecil in the House of
'Commons that even if such a proposal
came from Germany it would not be
,
considered.
War Department officials are not
convinced that the Germans are ready
to undertake a big offensive on the
western front despite advanced notices
Whatever
sent out from Germany.
Germany's program, however, America
and the allies, It was reiterated, are in
the war to win and their stand against
a premature peace Is as strong as it
has been at any time in the past.

Find War Data in Girl's Trunk.
Denver. The contents of a trunk
said to be the property of Miss (Catherine Schtnid, suspected of being a
German spy. held by army intelligence officers in Kl Paso, Tex., and
which federal authorities here believe
will establish her connection with the
German spy system in this country,
were seized at the home of Rudolph
Wltek, BO West Eleventh avenue, by
James W. Melrose, special agent for
the United States Department of Justice for the Colorado district.

x

QUOTATIONS

Army Officer, Once a Convict, Is

IS DESERTED
OFFICES MOVED

PETROGRAD

MARKET

TEUTON RAIDERS

1

Restored to

ADMITS
ALLIES
CHANCELLOR
WILL CONTINUE FIGHT TO DESTROY GERMAN RULE.

LATE

HAS NAME CLEARED

Little Rock, Ark. Yates Standrldge,
known as the "Arkansaw Human
Wolf," who has four murders to his
credit and who was serving a term of
52 years in the state penitentiary, will
be a free man next year. Governor
Brough having reduced the sentence
from 52 to 15 years.
Standrldge has already served 14
years. Once Standrldge escaped from
prison and before he was captured he
killed a man and a woman and shot
another woman's arm oft. He also killed a prison guard.
In Newton county the home of the
"Wolf," news that he is to be released
has caused fear in the heart of more
than one manespecially those who
testified against Stundrldge when be
was tried for murder.

Butter.
Creameries, ex. 1st grade, lb... 41
Creameries, 2u Kiaite, lb
39

033

32

aioi'K

1'ackiiig

Trull.
Apples, Colo., new fumy, box. 1.00
t'eurs, Colo
Vegetable.
13.009
Beans, Navy, cwi
Beans, Pinto, rwt
Hit
beans, Lima, lb

Beets, Colo., cwt
Cabbage, Colo
Carrots, cwt
Cauliflower, lb
Unions, tuble, dog

44
43
40

t

2.50
3.00
14.00
10.00
2.00
2JJ0

1.50$

10.12'i35

2ifij

1.2540
Potatoes cwt
1.75V
Turnips, Colo., owl
UlUtia AND 115119.

1.75
2.00

Dry Hides.

23
Flint, butcher,lb lb
21
Flint, fallen,
12
Flint bull and slug, lb
12
lb
uud
culls
glue,
Flint,
Salt hides. 2c to 3c lb. less.
Hurse hides 12 lu 23 price of greeit
sailed.

(irern Salted Cured Hides, elr.

a

8

Over 40 lbs., Hi
Under 40 lbs., lb

9

...8 j9

t
(ilue hides and skins
7
Bull and stag
I'art cured. 1c less.
less
cured.
2c
than
Green.
Calf and Kin, (iieesj Salted.
20u 22
Calfskin, lb
ViiaH
Kip, lb.
Kach.
1.0001.25
50tf .76

Deacons

Slunki

.11

Branded
Horse. No. 1
Horse, No. 2
Glue and pony
Colt

limn

5.008.0
4.OO05.OO
I.503.00
.CO
500

Salted Pelta.

Each.
$ 50ty2.50
Lamb and sheep
15
Spring lambs
.50 '
10
Shearlings
Dry Kllat Pta.
33
Wool pelts
28
Short wool pelts
20
Butcher shearlings, No. 1
10
No. 2 murian shearlings
Bucks, saddles and pieces at value.
MISl'KIXANBOtUS

MARKETS.

Mrtal Market Value.
Bar silver, 87c.
12V4.

Copper. 828
Lad, $7.25.

Spelter, 87.50.
Tungsten concentrates,

2.0O.

per

unit

CONFISCATED EVIDENCE,
BUT LEO BLUSHED NOT

con cell
Colo. Tungsten
Boulder,
$20.00022.50 pep
trates, 60 per cent,
ores. 80 per cent, 122.00'a
unit; crude
25.00; 25 per cent, $12.00j'12.50; 10 per
cent, $9.40 12.20.
was
Leo
Wright
Chicago.
Boston Wool Prices.
caught after he had made bis
Wool Scoured basis:
Boston.
office wear-Ina
Into
Texas Fine 12 months, $1.681.72;
way
8 months, $1.551.60.
flue
of
one
is
it
charged,
pair
California
Northern, $1.7091.75;
trousers when be went In and T middle county, $1.6501.(0; southern,
or$1.4501.50.
The
came
out.
two when he
Eastern, No. 1 staples, $1.80
Oregon
der to the police was, "Confiseastern clothing, $1.5001.60;
1.82;
1. $l.(5(i 1.70.
No.
did
valley.
cate the evidence." Wright
Fine staple, $1.8291. 8.1;
Territory
d
4, uui uiusii.
combing, $1.7001.75:
fine
combing, $1.50;medium
fine
clothing, $1.6001.65;
$1.65
01.(0.
clothing.
Pulled
Kxtra, $1.8001.8.!; AA, $1.70
USE SCREEN FOR DETECTIVES 01.80; A supers.
$1.4501.50.
.

sub-po-

e.

I

half-bloo-

Cleveland Police Chief Believes Hi
Men Ar Becoming Tee Well
Known to Crtfeka,
Cleveland. Chief of Police Smith
believes his detective force Is becoming
entirely too well known in the underworld. They are being spotted, he
thinks, so he has made a screen behind
which the sleuths camouflage themselves every morning while the night's
prisoners pass in review.
The screen is painted on one side
and the sleuths are able to look the
prisoners over In search of "wanted"
criminals, but the prisoners cannot see
the detectives.
Wife Beater Reforms.
Two Rivers, Wis. A warning that
he might be sentenced to the Thousand
Islands and be compelled to spend a
year on each, was sufficient to cause
Alex Belonls of this city, arrested on
the charge of beating and abnsing his
wife, to reform.

road-hous-

Duluth, Minn. Unsjed $4. 0(04. 17;
$4.10 bid; July. $4.08; October,
asked.
Butter, Karss. Potatoes astd Roosters,
Butter
Chicago.
Creamery, 400
48c.
Kggs Firsts, 3(4 0l(Hc; ordinary
firsts, 35 0 25 He; at mark, cases included, 24 0 35 He
Potatoes Wisconsin, Michigan and
Minnesota bulk, $1.1501.20;
ditto,
sacks. $1.2001.25.
Poultry Roostors, young, 21c.
rhlraaro Uralu aul ProvMea Prteeo.
Corn No. 2 yellow, $1.4$:
Chicago.
No. 4 yellow. $1.2001.46.
Oats No. 2 white, 870Oc; standard. 87 090c.
Rye No. 2. $1.80.
Barley $1,760 1.95.
8.00.
Timothy $5.00 0$1.00.
Clover--$2i- .
000
Lard $26.46.
May.
$3.60

Un Mock (iuotatlooa.
Hogs Bulk. $K.I0e'l7 0;
light. ll7.lO017.8O; mixed, (14.659
17.76; heavy.
$1(.(O0 17.20; rough,
$16 00016.80; pigs, $18.500 17.66.
Native
Cattle
steers, $9.6(0 14.50;
stockera and feeders, $8.20012.15;
cows and heifers, $7.10012.16; calves.
$16 60016 (6.
Sheep Sheep, $11.((014.(6; lambs,
114.6(01(.25.
Chleoa-- o

Chicago.

Killed Self Because of Rejection.

an Francisco. After he had been
rejected three different times for army
service, because of weak ankles and defective sight, Orlnne Crtm killed

Oral a la Mluaeapella.
Minneapolis, Minn. Barley
$1,760
Rye (2890292.
Bran $22.7(.
Corn No. f yellow.
Oats No. i whit. (l.((0l.7(.
t 0(9 He.

1.12.
.

n

$4.(74.1(.

.

BARRIER

CHECKS

INSECT ATTACKS
Bands Prevent Caterpillars, Cutworms and Other Pests From
Attacking Trees.
STRIPS

OF

COTTON

BATTING

of the water contained therein. In a
cooking vessel having a capacity of at
least one gallon. Then stir in the
fish oil and finally the powdered rosin
a little at a time. Wnm the latter Is
dissolved, remove from the Are and the
mixture is ready for use the next day.
Apply to turred paper bunds as already
described.
Severul other sticky substances,
and proprietary, are used.
Printer's Ink.
Printer's Ink usually consists of refuse ink and is sold as "tree ink," and
should be mixed with a heavy oil to
prevent Us drying out too quickly. Apply as described for the new
ing material.
The Indiscriminate use of these
bauds, as well as mechanical burrlers,
Is to be discouraged.
Their use In
parks is sometimes noted on trees
which are not subject to attack by Insects ugnlnst which they would have
value. As a rule, it Is advisable to obtain advice as to their use from entomologists.
Harriers, other than sticky bands,
are sometimes used U prevent Insects
frwn crawling up trees.
Cotton Batting
Bands of cotton butting about 0 to 8
inches wide are effective as long as the
cotton remains Huffy. Wrap the band
'around the tree trunk nnd securely tie
the bottom edge by means of stout
home-mad-
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FIGHT TO FINISH,

1

CHURCH AMD

MDtASF&eYAr

SAY PREMIERS

II

la. I

WAR
VOW

AGREES THAT
OF TEUTON'S CANNOT
BE TAKEN.

COUNCIL

DENOUNCE

SLAV

A

r

fflmque (garter,

by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
Hands of sticky material, 4 to S
Inches
wide, applied around tree
(Prepared

'

1

a,

I (I

HST

1

I

Ammratt

PACT

tree-ban-

Sticky Substance Must Be Renewed
From Time to Time Fly Paper Is
Sometimes Used Other Materials Mentioned.

7 U

STRUGGLE MUST BE CONTINUED
UNTIL THE LAWLESS FORCE
IS ENDED.
y

n

a.

t

"

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

London, March 19. The Supreme
War Council of the allies issued a
statement condemning German political crimes against the Russian and
Rumanian peoples, and re.'using to
acknowledge Germany's peace treaties
The council's statement, which is
issued through the foreign office,
say 8:
"The prime ministers and foreign
ministers of the entente assembled la
London feel it to be their bounden
duty to take note of the political
OR many centuries past It lias been
crimes which, under the name of Gerthe custom of Christians of all de
man peace, have been committed
nominations who could accomplish
Resin
.pounds.
against the Russian people. Russia
the Journey to visit spots in the IIolv
Castor oil
was unarmed.
....pints.
Land made sacred by connection
Forgetting that for
four years Germany had been fightwith the life of Christ. They went
I'lace the resin nnd castor oil In u
ing against the independence of nalit III! season, hut Sllrh
emilri
pot and heat slowly until the resin Is
tions and the rights of mankind, the choose their time for this
pilgrimage made It al
melted. Add more oil if too thick.
Russian
in
of
a
mood
Easter,
that they might participate In or wllness
government,
These sticky bands are sometimes
singular credulity, expected to obtain the wonderful series of services which take place
Injurious to the tree, but injury may be
at
the
thut
'democratic
by persuasion
actual scenes of Hie death und resurrection
avoided by spreading the adhesive on
it had failed to obtain by war. of the Savior. No one who has attended the
a si rip of heavy paper encircling the
services
of holy week nnd K,,ster nt the Church
"The results were that the Intermetree trunk. A form of band that has
diate armistice hud not expired be- of the Holy .Sepuleher In Jerusalem has ever
given satisfiictory results Is made from
to
railed
be deeply impressed by the
fore the German command, though
service.
cheap cotton batting und single-plAnd yet hut
pledged not to alter the disposition of
comparatively few people know
tarred building paper. The cotton
its troops, transferred them en masse that the unique services preparatory to anil culshould be cut into strips about 2 inches
to the western front, and so weak did minating In Easter which take place in Jerusalem
wide und wrapped uround the tree
Russia find herself that she dared to ure reproduced as faithfully as circumstances
trunk so as to till all the crevices of
raise no protest against this destrucpermit in one spot In our own land at the
Over the cotton Is placed
the bark.
tion of Germany's plighted word. rrnnciscun monastery on the outskirts of
a strip of tarred paper about 5 Inches
What followed was of like character,
wide, drawn tightly and securely tack
The Franciscan order of friars has had
when 'the German
was transed where It overlaps. The sticky ma
charge
Barrier of Sticky Material to Stop In- lated into action. Itpeace'
was found to In of the holy places of Palestine since enrly In the
terial is then spread on top of the
sect Pests.
thirteenth
St.
century.
Francis of Asslsl, the
volve the Invasion of Russian terrl
paper.
founder of the order, was granted their
HIT
custodv
The sticky substance must be re- twine. The upper edge should then be tory, the destruction or capture of all
the
Mohammedans.
by
In
Washington a body of
newed from time to time, since when turned down over the string, forming Russia's means of defense, and the
devout monks has created nn establishment which
It dries out or becomes covered with a flange of loose cotton all around the organization of Russian lands for Ger
are, on cither side, two monuments, one of Mary
Is a memorial of nil the holy shrines of Palestine
many's profit a proceeding which did
dust or insects it falls as a barrier to tree.
Magdalene; the other known as the "Pieta" and
and
the
services taking place there.
reproduces
not differ from 'annexation,' because
representing the lifeless body of Christ in the
Wire Screen.
crawling Insects. If a combing instruThe
Church
of
the
Holy Sepuleher, named after
the word itself was carefully avoided.
arms of his mother lifter the descent from the
ment is occasionally drawn over the
Cankerworm moths, tussock moths,
the
famous
In Jerusalem, and its attached
basilica
cross.
band it will serve to lengthen Its use- gipsy moths, and other
"Meanwhile, those very Russians monnstery of Franciscan
nonflying moths who
friars are situated to
The distance from this representation of Mount
fulness by bringing sonic of the sticky may be
had
made
im
military
operations
from
the
northeast
of Washington, three miles from the
prevented
crawling up
Calvary to the holy sepuleher, across the length
portion to the surface.
the trees by a wire screen (ordinary possible, found diplomacy Impotent. United States treasury, regarded as the center of
of the great church, is about the same as are the
Sticky fly paper Is used sometimes In fly screen, 12 meshes to the Inch) tack- Their representatives were compelled the city. The holy brothers were wise In their
originals from each other In Jerusalem, and the
to
while
to
that
refused
proclaim
place of the sticky bands. This may ed around the tree trunk.
they
Cut the
selection of their site, when some 15 years ago
height Is the same as Mount Calvary.
he attached to the trunk by means of wire screen into strips 12 Inches wide read the treaty presented to them, they they chose the
glorious wooded eminence now
Benenth the Church of the Holy Sepuleher Is a
heavy twine tied tightly around the and sufficiently long to encircle the bad no choice but to sign it; so they known as Mount St. Sepuleher, overlooking miles
series of underground chambers which are true
upper nnd lower edges, and properly trunk. Tack the upper edge of the signed it, not knowing whether in its upon miles of verdant Maryland on one side and
copies of several of the sacred spots In Palestine.
should be put over a strip of cotton as screen so that It fits snugly to the bark true significance It meant peace or on the other the capital of the United States.
It
The Easter services nt Mount St. Sepuleher acdescribed nbove.
nor
war,
the
to
Is
a gracious spot and n fitting place for the reand allow the lower edge to extend out
measuring
degree
commence a week before, for the rites of
tually
which
reRussian
national
life
was
a distance of 1 to 2 Indies from the
Material.
New
production of the most sacred places of earth.
week ure but a preparation for the glorious
holy
duced
to
a
It
shadow.
In the great church, built upon Byzantine lines,
by
The material described below, ap- trunk. The moths will crawl up Into
celebration of Easter. They are carried out with
"For us of the entente governments restrained by the rule of simplicity of the order,
full detail und liturgical splendor and ufter the
plied aa a band around the trunk of the screen trap and may be crushed
daily by hand. This device, however, the judgment which the free peoples in the form of the
manner of those at Jerusalem, the seat of the
cross, which was the
. trees, has been reported as a satisfacs
of the Latin kingdom of Jerusalem,
actuul shrines of Christ, where the Franciscan
tory barrier in preventing the ascent does not prevent the ascent of trees of the world will pass on these trans
by any young lurvae hatched from eggs sactlons would never be in doubt. Why are assembled faithful reproductions of the holy
of caterpillars.
friars have been the custodians since 1223, when
deposited by the captured moths be waste time over German pledges when shrines of Palestine, each separate and distinct.
the fervor and piety of St. Fronds won this right
Materials for Making.
The procession moves slowly round the church,
low the barrier, and hence the sticky we see that at no period in her history but all combined In a beautiful and harmonious
for himself and his followers.
The substances used for making this
nt Intervals before the various altars.
stopping
whole.
are more effective.
bands
of
The
not
first
service of holy week takes place Palm
when she overran
conquest
material are: (1) Soft
The bier Is rested at each until a sermon In a
The
chief
of
feature
the
as
of
the
whole
church,
Silesia nor when she partitioned PoSunday with the nine o'clock mass, when the
coal-ta- r
neutral
different laugunge Is preached. The figure is
pitch ; (2)
celebrant blesses and distributes the palms at the
land has she exhibited herself so cyn establishment, Is the holy sepuleher, which Is an
coal-ta- r
oil (density about 1.15 at 68 CUTTING BACK OF BRANCHES
finally rested upon the stone of unction, which IS
exact
of
the
tomb
reproduction
central
original
altar. After this the traditional procespreserved
ically as a destroyer of national indeIn front of the holy sepuleher, and the last sermon
degrees F.) ; (3) rosin oil (first run
In Jerusalem as the holy of holies and sheltered
sion takes place, In representation of our Lord's
Prevents Trees From Growing Too pendence, the implacable enemy of the
Is then preached. After the sermon the figure Is
"kidney" oil) ; and (4) stone lime.
the
Church
of
by
magnificent
Holy Sepuleher,
triumphal entry Into Jerusalem, when the multirights of man and the dignity of civilTall, Condition Making It Hard
Method of Making.
again Incensed, prayers are recited and the dead
raecca
the
of
all
Christians.
to
was
It
tudes waved palm branches before him and shoutpreserve
ized nations.
to Gather Fruit.
Christ Is laid to rest for another year in the holy
The method of making may be di
the tomb of Christ that many of the crusaders
ed "Hosunnah to the Highest!" This service Is
sepuleher.
"Poland, whose heroic spirit has sur- of old from various parts of the world Juld down
vided Into two parts:
similar to that now celebrated In Jerusalem at
On Holy Saturday, or Easter eve, quite a num(From the United States Department of vived the most cruel of national trage- their lives.
Part I. Stock Mixture.
the Church of the Holy Sepuleher.
Agriculture.
ber of old liturgical rites are observed at the
is
threatened
with
a
fourth
dies,
partiThe
In
back
the
branchthe
of
Place a weighed amount of the coal'
holy sepuleher
After the procession round the monnstery
Frequent cutting
monastery church
Church of the Holy Sepuleher. Chief among them
tar pitch In a suitable cooking vessel es of the tree while It is young pre- tion, and, to aggravate her wrongs, here, as in Jerusalem, consists of two apartments.
church at Washington, high mass Is celebrated
Is the blessing of the paschal candle at the nine
devices
which
trace
af
the
last
her
by
Is
outer
The
vents
called
the long, bare branches which
the Chapel of the
apartment
and heat until thin enough to run.
and the passion sung according to the gospel of
o'clock morning service.
Is
to
be
crushed
are
independence
because
so
the
was
found seated here
characteristic of old orchard
Angel,
St. Matthew.
Then add the neutral coal-ta- r
angel
oil, using are
On the evening of Holy Saturdny the church Is
on the morning of the first Easter. And the Inner
Lnte on Wednesday afternoon the matins of
twice as much by weight as of the trees. It also prevents the tree from based on fraudulent promises of
decorated with Easter flowers and
beautifully
chamber, which Is the tomb. The chapel of the
growing too tall a condition which
noly Thursday, commonly called Tenebrae, are
greens, nnd there Is held the "service of resurIs
n
"What is true of Russia and Poland angel
entered by
low arched doorway, sur
makes it difficult to gather the fruit or
sung In the church, which Is hut dimly lighted.
rection." The frinrs go to the part of the church
1b no less
to spray the tree. With the
true of Rumania, over- mounted by a lnrge relief panel representing
Holy Thursday, or Maundy Thursday, Is a day
In front of the holy sepuleher and then chant the
of festival because It Is the anniversary of the Intrees less propping Is necessary than whelmed, like them. In a flood of mer- Christ rising from the tomb. A casket of stone
solemn matins of the resurrection.
At the conIn the center of the chamber contains a fragment
stitution of the Lord's supper.
with trees having long framework ciless passion for domination.
clusion of this otlice the celebrant and his minisGood Friday at the Church of the' Holy Sepulbranches. The loud of fruit is carried
ters proceed to the holy sepuleher and the blessed
"Peace is loudly advertised, but un of stone from Jerusalem.
nearer the trunk, and the main struc- der the
eher Is observed with rites of unique solemnity.
Through nn archway so low that one must stoop
sacrament is brought out In triumph. In gorgeous
of verbal professions
disguise
far to enter It Is the sepuleher of Christ. It Is a
At the morning service of this day no one save
tural branches being larger In pro- lurk the brutal realities of war
of the
procession, nniid hymns nnd the
and the replica of the bare,
the celebrant receives the holy communion. No ' organ, it Is carried round throughpealing
cell, the tomb of
portion to their length nre therefore
the vnrlous
of
rule
a lawless force.
mass Is celebrated In any Catholic church on this
Joseph of Arlmntlipn, In which Christ wns laid
better able to carry any load of fruit untempered
to
the high altar, where the
chapels, and finally
'Peace treaties such as these we do after his crucifixion. In the orlglnnl senulehor
which the tree muy develop.
duy. In black vestments, accompanied by his
solemn benediction Is bestowed, nnd the first
slab of marble hns been laid over the tomb to
not and cannot acknowledge. Our
ministers, the celebrant goes to the ultar. which
service of Easter Is over.
Is bare but for the candlesticks and crucifix covThe Easter .Sunday masses, following the cusDETERMINE SIZE OF ORCHARD known ends are very different. We are cover It from desecrating hands. Here that slab
ered with a purple cloth. The officiant nnd mintom of those In Jerusalem, are said In the holy
fighting, and mean to continue fight Is reproduced, and on Its lies a figure of the
who, after the anointing of his body, lay
isters prostrnte themselves before the altar dursepuleher every half hour from 5:30 In the mornCan Be Relatively Increased All ing, in order to finish once for all with Christ,
this policy of plunder, and to estab- here In denth from Good Friday until his resuring the singing of part of the Scriptures. Then
ing. At nine o'clock a solemn high mass Is snld
Along and Give Chance for
rection
Easter
morn.
while
a
white
cloth
lish
Is
in
linen
its place the peaceful reign of
kneeling
at the central altar, when the gorgeous Easter
plain
spread
Profitable Market.
Above the tomb Is a facsimile of the sliver re
upon the bare altar, which Is now In darkness.
music Is beautifully rendered by the monastery
organized justice.
lief
of
to
The
which
St.
John's
panel
Raphael's "Resurrection,"
choir before a congregation which crowds the
passion, according
gospel. Is
'As incidents of this long war un
The size of the orchard must govern
Cardinal Antonelli donated to the holy sepuleher.
then sung by three deacons, as on Palm Sunday,
great edifice. A custom of several yenrs' standing
(lie selection to an'extent, as will the roll themselves before our eyes, more In Jerusalem the soft
which
which
the
the
crucifix
on
after
the
unmain altar Is
nt the first service of Easter Sunday Is the
lamps
dimly light
purpose for which It is planted. If It and more clearly do we perceive that sacred chamber are of gold, silver nnd
veiled
down
and
to
the altar steps, where
In a body of a lnrge number of Hownrd
brought
preclou
are every stones. Here the
Is Intended to sell some fruit on the tlu battles for freedom
reproductions are of simpler
clergy nnd people venerate It. During this cereuniversity students, who walk out to the monaslocal market, the home orchard can be where Interdependent; that no separ
1
same
but
the
In
crucifixes
all
the
effect
the church have been
materials,
produce
mony
upon the
tery church to pnrtake of the early Easter sacrarelatively increased all along the line ate enumeration of them is needed hallowed spot.
unveiled.
ment. At the 3:30 service In the afternoon the
and give the best chance for a steady and that in every case the single, but
Is at the holy sepuleher that the holy
It
After the veneration of the crucifix the friars
chanting of the office r f compline Is followed by
Barrier of Cotton BVting on Tree profitable market.
appeal Is to justice and
Is administered to the throngs who come
form in procession and proceed to the holy
the solemn benediction of the blessed sacrament.
Trunk to Prevent Ascent of Caterright,
to this most sacred shrine Easter Sunday mornwhen the sacrament Is brought back In
If Easter day be bright nnd sunny, such of the
"Are justice and right going to win? ing.
PROPER ATTENTION TO TREES
pillars, Wingless Moths, Etc.
solemn state to the central altar. The officiant
grounds of the church nnd monnstery as may be
Insofar
as
issue
the
baton
Above the holy sepuleher and reached by two
then consumes the sacred species nnd the clergy
depends
coal-ta- r
explored by the public nre filled with sightseers
pitch, and stir thoroughly. The
to come, the nations whose flights of marble steps Is the altar of Thabor, reptles
leave the altar In silence.
nfter this song service. They wnnder through
result should be a mixture which can Safe Plan Is to Anticipate Trouble Be fate yet
is
the
in
balance, may surely put resenting the commonly known Mount Tabor,
The Good Friday evening service at the Church
fore It Comes Neglect May
t
the
grounds nnd generally find their way
be poured and worked affer cooling.
their Crust in the armies, which even where the transfiguration of Christ took place In
of the Holy Sepuleher Is unique in this country,
Prove Serious.
to the grotto of Lourdes, lying In a little valley to
Part II. Finished Product
under conditions more difficult than the presence of Moses nnd Ellas.
and represents the burial of our Lord, following
the south of the monastery. This is a facsimile
To the left of the holy sepuleher, and the altar
The successful fruit grower, whether the present, have shown themselves
closely that performed at Jerusalem. The church
reproduction of the famous shrine of the Pyrea. Stock mixture
coal
Is in comparative darkness and the scenes in this
he produces for sale or to supply his more than equal to the great cause en- of Thabor Is the chapel of St. Francis.
The
nees, created by the Franciscan frinrs here "for
tar oil)
pounds., t
dim light take on an added solemnity. Previous
b. Neutral coal-ta- r
"Sweet Saint of Asslsl" Is here represented In
oil
the benefit of those pilgrims who cannot see the
do.... 16 family, should be as careful as pos- trusted to their valor."
e. Slaked lime
to this service the figure of Christ has been taken
do.... 4 sible In taking care of trees. The least
the figure above the altar as receiving the emfamous grotto of miraculous healing In Its native
I. Rosin oil
do.... tt Injury or neglect may prove to be
from Its year-lonbrace of our Lord, according to the Conception
home in the south of France.
resting plnee In the holy sep. Neutral coal-tAdvisory Board on Farm Products.
oil
do.... 14
uleher and Is now reclining on a bier In front
of Murlllo. A relief panel on either side of the
serious. A safe plan is to anticipate
It is only won special occasions that one may
Twenty-fou- r
Washington.
repreof the representations of Mount Calvary. The
Place materials a, b, and c In a mix- trouble before It comes. This Is the sentative producers of farm
figure represents, on the right, St. Francis blesspenetrate tin 'seclusion of the beautiful cloisters
products
and courtyard of the monnstery, the grent, severefigure Is Incensed; prayers are said, and, following vessel and stir until of a uniform best way to farm or grow fruit.
and livestock have been named to ing St Louis, king of France, and St. Elizabeth,
ing the first of a series of sermons In various
ly plain rectnngular building behind the church.
consistency. Next add the rosin oil
form the advisory committee recently queen of Hungary, and on the left his somatizand work in for ten minutes, finally
The courtyard, with Its
languages Is preached from the spot.
cistern In
authorised by Secretary Houston of ation.
Then the solemn procession Is formed. The
The altar of Calvary, set high above the main
the center, Is a spot of rich beauty, which lends
adding the additional ten pounds of
the Department of Agriculture and
Is a replica of the Greek
on
dead
Christ
to
the
the
church.
a
entrance
covered
bier,
ndditlonnl
oil. Agitate the mixto
chnrm
neutral coal-ta- r
partly
the graceful ambulatory,
by pnll.
Food Administrator Hoover, and which
Is borne by the monks. Preceding this, at the
covers the "place of the
where the friars take exercise and recreation In
ture thoroughly for 20 to 30 minutes
will hold Its first meeting here March altar at Jerusalem, which
head of the cortege, are carried representations
world gave up
Savior
of
the
where
the
inclement
skull,"
and then transfer it to the storage
weather.
Nor
may one, except by spe28. The list of committeemen Includes
Why Ice Your Cakef
mankind. Behind the altar Is an Imof the crown of thorns, of the three nails which
cial privilege, penetrate the beautiful private
container and allow It to stand two or
Marion Sanson, Fort Worth, Tex.: his life for
Is not needed. Why not
Icing
hands
of
and
of
the
the
which
woundof
crucifixion,
of
feet,
the
consisting
pierced
spear
group
three days, or until It becomes a semigrounds
monastery and enjoy the
George C. Roeding, Fresno, Cal.; C. pressive
leave it off 7 Putting cake on a
ed the side and of the sponge filled with vinegar
of the Crucified, with the Virgin Mary
solid cake. Then stir in two pounds of
exquisitely kept garden and grounds which the
W. Hunt, Logan, Iowa; and John the figure
war
basis Is another way' to
these
side.
which
on
to
him
drink.
coal-taeither
John
St.
and
r
monks
Beyond
have created behind their home.
figures
they gave
oil to each SO pounds
neutral
save sugar without hardship.
Gra'tan, Golden, Colo.
of the mixture In order to give It the
use
Thick
involves
the
frosting
desired oily surface. If too soft, add
McAdoo Will Open Third Loan Drive.
of sugar needlessly at this time.
the part of a movement. He repre- unfolding. Moths flutter against the
more rosin oil and lime; If too hard,
call
sents the fluidity of migration, not its window.
Furthermore,
many
recipes
Washington. Secretary McAdoo will
use more neutral coal-ta- r
Heps I lea have blossomed.
oil.
for excessive amounts of sugar.
open the third Liberty Loan campaign
The brown earth has awakened. Folk
accomplishment.
This material should be applied on
with an address at Philadelphia, April
Brown oak leaves are animated as are ngain alive and bold.
Try smaller quantities In your
tarred paper strips over cotton bands.
cake recipes, etc, and give prefhe works in them. They scatter into
The unveiling of a reproduction of
Easter comes and is the sign and
Axle Grease, Fish Oil, and Rosin Banderence to cakes which are sweetCT of a gray sky the hermit head woodpeckers, nut hatches and the light winds and reveal his
the Bartholdl statue of Liberty will
song of life, the new beginning of the
ing Material.
with
dead
Into
ened
molasses
the
or
have
on
been
descends
feature
the
grackles
the
A
thrash
feeding
sirup.
ceremonies.
bird of wise circle and in the closed ends of the
presence.
A
material used In Eud
oak leaves, a beautiful but trees or on the
Housekeepers who have a stock
ground, economy, he is engaged merely with circle there is eternity.
rope, reported as effective, Is made as
as
canned
and
silent
hermit
of
but
the
Into
thrush
pre.
voiceless
Swiss
fruit, jellies,
Demand Pay for Sinking.
descending
migrant,
provender service. He stops to susfollows :
serves in their cupboard can
Without counting 1,413 men already
Berne. The 8wiss government has he travels, a clear note ot ecstasy when their midst Is a surer sign of spring. tain and not to decorate life but, even
lessen
the
northern
Is
more
What
meadowlark
the
Axle grease ....
sugar consumption by
vocally the as, at this period rolorless, he deco- serving in dockyards and military stasent a note to the German government he has reached his
pound.. 11
rUh oil
mora
of
hermit
such
for
Is
He
thrush
using
pint..
things
escapes rates the outlook. Toung onions, set tions on the outbreak of the war. 5.051
visually.
demanding the payment of an Indem- home.
Powdered rosin
pounds., I
desserts.
Juncoes. chickadees, creepers, roo-- commonalty and touches a vivid sense out last fail, are up. Tulips have curl- London police officers are engaged la
nity for the destruction of the grain
and
red
la the imagination. He Is apparently ed above the ground. Lilac buds are war service.
n hlnetavs. dowmy. hairy
Beat the axle grease, to remove all
steamer Sardinero.
trunks sometimes may be used to advantage to prevent euterplllars, climbing cutworms, and certain other Insects from climbing trees. These bnnds
are also employed to prevent nonflying
and wingless moths, such as the gipsy
moths, tussock
moth, cankerworm
moths, etc., from ascending trees to
deposit their eggs. Cotton batting and
wire screen also are used In making
protective bands.
OH Mixture.
This may be made according to the
following formula :
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Wool Stored At Rosw- II
Three hundred thousand pounds of
jwool st. .red at Koswell, were latelysold at prices ranging from fortycents. There were
seven to fifty-on- e
about a half dozen clips in the sale.
't here is still about a million pounds
(if wool in the warehouses at Kos
well, with good chances of sale.
-
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Have Installed New Engine
,
'
uican.z. ut vvnrK ,
horse power
'installed a new
ever to do vulcanizing and retreading.
They also carry a full line of the
v
ery best tire accessories and are
prepared to relieve your tire troubles
Koswell Evening
in short order,
News.

kept on a farm in the country until gone into the hands of a receiver.
I ne wlh liabilities
ol more tnan $W,UM
grass is Rood on tne range.
stock cost in ihe neighborhood of The company was a heavy producer
CurCarlsbad
dollars.
of
thousand
because
coal
and
of the danger
Iivt
of a material decrease in the out
rent.
put of the district an eddort is being
made to get the Gallup American
Power Plant Overhauled
The water power plant of the Pub- company to operate the mines until
be in shape :ifter the war.
lie Utilities company-wil- l
to run ny tne last 01 tne wick, i ne
over-- :
extensive
an
has
had
MORA
plant
hauling at the hands of an eastern.
.
Iwa'er power expert.
..
Shipped to Kontucky
Bert Rnv has bought up a carload
Report, af Smilage Camna'gn
r..ct.nt campaign for the of nudes in th's virinitv and shipped
jn
s:iie ()f Smil ige books. Fddy count y, them to Kentucky this week, lie has
! (rot some of the best mules on the
a5 uslla, more than doubled its
The quota of this county mesa and some not the best. He
otrtient
was $50.00; and the sales equalled discovered he could get mules here
$.308.
cheap enonph that lie ran make pood
money on them .mil at the same
time help out the shortage of work-stoc- k
GRANT
there. Rny Spanish American.
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1A1.ED POTATO
with
butter melting on it.
Um-m-And you like
it because it is baked. Same
with Lucky Strike Cigarette
IG, white, mealy
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Cooper Co s
Buys Resld nee and Lots
Production for the iuartcr ending
deal
W. Toh n son Sr. closed
deli31
20
26o715
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totiled
pounds Monday hv which he admires the
Herr William Randolph Hearst
21 887.000
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previous j,. y. Wilson Residence and five
against
tobacco
hat s Japan as vindictively as he h:ttes
No mention is made of a )ts in Roy. for a consideration of
quarter.
I'lphiMpliia, M.ireh 15. Heathy for
It is not surprising,
Grea Britain.
American
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excess
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ti.rtiKiii
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house
The
profits
propagandists
therefore, that he cries out against ' t rs was
advocated today by the
taxes. Earnrngs for the quarter are'Snvder till fall when Mr. Johnson
the "ycWovt peril" when there is menbased on 27.43 cuts per pound forw,n occupy it and place his children
famous.
tion of Japanese intervention in Rus- Philadelphia Conference. Method!
The Thrif' Stamp
Church, in resolutions
copper atrntn-- t '7M for the third jj .1c poy School next winter.
sia. His plan is ta slug Japan and
131
s
ant
Ins ihuercnre in price lor, Mr. Tohnson has inst completed a
en waged with much
Contest has
adopted ..t the
Great Britain, wliatev r may he th
to fine new Harare out on his farm
lu intr held lure.
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speedy
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this when you think of buying a
ine end priced Ford car and also "Delco
Hear ; magazine or a Hearst news- a law." the resolution stated, "whichs the room selling the most stamps was inventoried at U's cents at Cost
a framed copy of President W'lsonVof th respective quarters.
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room won. lead
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if war prohibition,
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one for the $112.50. These were the three lush
,lie!v a of your libraries never are formation of a "dry"
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COLFAX
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Frederick A. Rush for twentv v"ts country was far ahead of what they
sent today for Henry P. Davison, Toe (Vinko) Sepich, residents
rhairman of the American Red Cross P.rillant, were arrested last week for editor of the Silver City hnterprise, expected to find Messrs. Henorvit
and Ocnsberg. each bought 160 acres
War Council, who arrived in F.nr.land the illicit sale of liquor and brought
critically ill nt V
HURRAH FOR. PATTON
him to the county iail. A trial was held died at his home in that city Wed- of land from Fred T. Hoelderle: Mr.
a few days a :o. and thanked
of $1.(K.(l0tl before Judge Kayne in the justice nesday with tubcrculosis-menigitifor the
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General Patton for displaying
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try surely is progressing fast since
much zeal in pressing charges against Prince of
trial. Al! pled guilty to the charge,
his first trip out here was ten years
al luncheon.
a person who was accused of disland were released on presenting the Sub of Thrift and War Stamos
Conference With King
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Mr. Cop Will Do It
If we are fighting only the Ger- detailed account of the recent Ked
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INDICTED IN KANSAS completed oil
and other materials for
farms. Boys who enroll will not be the American Red Cross is doing is
gasoline
the boys. Farmington Enterprise.
The War Department has ruled that
sent away from home without their the greatest boon to humanity that
Wichita. Kan.. March 15. Federal U. S. reclamation service at Berino. Plan 'o Can Tomatoes
in making public subsequent casualty
consent, and those who go to the has ever been known. I authorize you
dictments were returned here today
At Mvndus the women are plan- - Live Stock Sales
lists, there will not be given the
the American people
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on their behalf I want to congratulate
Mrs. Prentice Chairman
Hustler
The indictments charged disloyalty, ling buck lambs belonging to the
Mrs. Roy Prentice has been ap- the American people for the help they
Adams sheep company, which are on
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mittee for San Miguel county. Mrs. lied peoples by its wonderful work."
ures as to the weight of the fleece Fire Department Buy Bonds
m nt. The Imperial German GovPrentice is secretary and treasurer
have yet been received. The bucks
The fire department at its meet- Enrolling Agent Appointed
ernment! shocked and grieved almost
of the school board of San Miguel
I. H. Wagner, state school Super
are fine Ramboullct animals, and are ing Wednesday
Should Learn From France
to use
voted
night
cries out in
beyond expression,
produced for the market. Carlsbad $500 from the department's treasury intendent representative of the Unit- county. She has taken an active part
Every day that passes adds to Current.
righteous indignation against our American
to purchase Liberty bonds of the ed States boys working reserve, has here in Red Cross and other paFrance.
admiration
for
brutality in dealing with a neutral Holo's death sentence stands. Pernext issue. This will make $800 worth appointed Superintendent Walter B. triotic activities. Las Vegas Journal.
power.
Live Stock Purchased
of government bonds purchased by McFarland as enrolling agent for san
haps after we have suffered as
head of yearling reg- the department.
Thirty-fiv- e
Miguel county. The purpose of the
SOCORRO
we shall be
has
suffered
France
Don't fail to report any act or word brave
boys working reserve is to secure
deal with our own istered Hereford bulls were driven
to
enough
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and
of disloyalty. Take the matter up Molos and Boloists as France does through town Monday. They were Company in Hands of Receiver
the aid of boys between
direct with the county council of de- with hers. But what a
The Direct Line Coal Company years of age in helping to win the Winkler Store Burned
we can- bought by Paul Ares in Roswell from
be
has
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in
the
and
fense, or, if that is not practicable, not learn by others' pity
waf by providing employment for in One of the most destructive fires
Gallup field,
operating
experience! Canyon City breeders,
the history of Socorro occurred
make a written report to the New What a
we do not put our Bolos
pity
last Wednesday about 5:20 A. M. toMexico Council of Defense, Santa Fe,
our Bolosists out of business
and
tally destroying the Winkler grocery
giving all the facts.
before they do us harm! New York
and confectionery store and ice
Herald.
cream parlor, also the office, dining
The Secretary of War of the
room and one
of the Wink
S'ates is now in France on an of - What makes us madder than any- ler, hotel, together with all stock
ficial visit. It is announced at Wash- - thing else is the person who stands
--.
'S&XF
fixtures and furnishings.
The loss
ington that his mission is military by his country in this crisis all right
is estimated at $20,000, partially cov
and in no sense diplomatic
but acts as if he was making a
ered by insurance. Socorro Chief
Columbia
State
great concession.
tain.
If we continue to let the
Journal.
speak ill of our country, it
I,
feSi
'Over The Top"
will be only a question of time until
The Russian bear is disobedient.
The three happiest men in Socorro
Road
we will not have a country to talk Tt just won't stand stifl while the
The
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ffijfjyAIL
Conquerers
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County are J. S. Mactavish. County
Kaiser skins it alive. Atlanta Con
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about, one way or another.
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Campaign and his Committee men,
Soldiers in the trenches are not
bt--l wt-eN. W. Miller for Magdalena, and H.
con
toads and tires, a
striking for an
day, with time
O. Bursum for Socorro.
The U. S.
Hail
Santa Fe Red Cross
flict of 4.178.744 tire miles.
and a half for ov rtime and holidays
New Museum building; open
Treasury Department has allot twen
Goodrich Tested Tires.
Loyal Americans are not doing it
ty dollars per capita and on this
cverv afternoon 2 to 4:30 p. m.
over here, either.
Hear the story of a good fifht well won.
basis Magdalena with a population
Sewing, Knitting. Gauze Work.
of 2,500 has at one meeting made
One year ago Goodrich, challenging the
Tuesday Evening Open from
for the small,
withaarifbit-7 :'0 to 10 p. m.
up one-haroads of America to a test of strength, sent
pf its share.
er countries, as advocated by the
Mr. Bursum gives the population of
There is work for everyone.
forth six Test Car Fleets to battle America s
Kaiser, is on a par with the naSocorro
as
1,500, and Jvith $20,000.00
All ar welcome, and urged to
tional elections in Mexico.
Second class tickroads in every region of the country.
already subscribed, the next few
come.
weeks
will
show
an
ets honored- -.
of
entire
auota
Wanted:
Some one to kick the
$30,000.0 for his city paid up.
final "n" out of "intern," so the GerBefore the end of the year Socorro
man spies can get what they know
will go "Over the Ton" with S50.000.- is due them.
Z wef
00 and Magdalena
standard Pullman
with $100,000.00
IF KIDNEY
putting the towns in the lead of paALLIED WAR COUNCIL
cost- striotism and providing $150,000.00.
DENOUNCES HUN POLITICAL
CRIMES AGAINST RUSSIA
UNION
BLADDER BOTHER
FOR
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I.otjdi ii. March 1M. The snpn-nwar r mncil of the allies issued a
statement toni.L.'it condemning
Take a glass of Salts to flash out your
political crimes against the
and the h'umaniau peoples and
Kidneyi and neutralize irriGermain's1
refusing to ;.t:kno!e-!:,rtating acids.
treaties with them and also:
tier-ma-

m

n

Kus-sia-

declaring:

S-TpSf-

j

els

"We are fighting and mean to
figh'ing. in order to
finish once for all. with this
policy of plunder and establish
in its place the peaceful reign
of organized justice."
The foreign office tonight issued a
of
statement embodying a
the entente premiers and foreign ministers assembled in London against
Germany's action in the name of
German peace toward the Russian
The protest concludes:
people.
"Peace i
loudly advertised,
but under the distruise of verbal
professions lurk the brutal realities of war and the untempered
rule of a lawless force."

Kidney and Bladder weakness result
from uric at id.
a nnteii authority.
The kidneys filter this acid from the
blood and a89 it on to the bladder, where
it often remains to irritat and infhune,
causing a burning, scalding sensation, or
setting up au irritation at the necli of
the bladder, obliging you to seek relief
two or three times during the night.
Ine fcufferer is in constant dread, the
water passes sometimes with a scalding
sensation ana is very proiuse; again,
there is difficulty in avoiding it.
liladder weakness, most folks call It,
because they can't control urination.
While it is ertremely annoying and sometimes very painful, this is really one of
the most simple ailments to overcome,
let about four ounces of Jad Salts
It is said they tried to form a from your inpharmacist and take s table-spoonfa glass of water before
chapter of the DartRhters of the Re- breakfast, continue
this for two or three
volution in Russia the other day, but
This
will
neutralize the acids in
couldn't decide which revolution." days.
the
so
urine
no
it
longer is a source of
Beaumont Journal

cortinuc

irritation to the bladder and urinary or- normally again,
ll th.en
from Lord Lans- downe may brin
the end of tbe
war nearer, but will not help the lemoa jui
with ,1ih
.nd
. Allies to win
Mail and u UBed'
hy thong,nds of folki vf0 ,re
tmP'resubject to urinary disorders caused by
uric acid irritation. Jad Salts is splen-I- f
Mr. Lloyd George's enemies at did for kidneys and causes no bad
home would leave him alone he could effects whatever
Here yon have
derote more attention to beating the
pleasant, effervescent
Germans.
Charleston News and lithia-wstdrink, which quickly relieves
bladder troubia
Courier.
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The roads did their worst. East, west,
north and south, as the Test Car Fleets
whirled from state to state, the teeth of
the road gnawed at Goodrich Tires.
But the tires conquered with phenomenal mileage that doubled Goodrich's
pride. From that test covering millions of
miles, the Test Car Fleets came back with
a new tire standard, the TESTED of
Goodrich Tested Tires.
Tested Tires mean certainty of service,
proved service, and that
means a lot to a tire user.
It means long life in a tire,
and dependability on the
A wireless
for no hidden weakroad,
from
i
' Liberty
ness could conceal itself in
j
"W. S.S.- - J that year long test of
Op
m
c Gcodricb's Test Car Fleets.
Dapot

on fast rrainS'Sulted

Bank Building
The contract for the erection of
a" $15,000.00 brick
business building to
be erected on the north corner of
Main and First street, was awarded
to Fred Bone, of Amao-illand the
work of tearing down the building
now located on the corner, and the
erection of the handsome new structure will start at once.
The building will be built and occupied by the First National Bank,
and will be modern in all respects.
It will be completed, within the next
two months.
$75 000

J

SILVERTOWN CORDS, and BLACK
SAFETY TliEADG, proved themselves
masters of the road. The
cable-cor- d
tire body, and the tough,
close-clutc- h,
crocs-barre- d
blade safety
tread defied the rough going.
Under light and heavy cars they proved
themcelvc3 not for one car or one driver,
or one road, but ell cars, all t" ivers,
all reads.
spiral-wrappe-
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El Paso, Tex.

Fred Harvey dining-room- s
provide 75 cent meils
lunch counters, too.

Details of setvfee and
advantages ofjanta Fe
.roure told in our folder
R. I. CREED,

Phone

Buy Land
Messrs. Fagan, and sons last week
arranged for the purchase of about.two
thousand acres of land from Mr. Jose
Garcia y Chavez. This land. lies in;
the valley East of Mosquero and will
be used for ranching purpose. Mosquero Sun.
,
PEACE TALK SAPPING
MORALE OF
.

Goodrich Tires, the sure
mileage and dependability
cf a proven tire service, by
demanding tires that won
the title, "America's Tested

1

bothooapaities

9

Passenger Agent
Santa F, N. M.

NATION

London, March 15. Addressine the
Free Churchmen at the City Temple,
Lloyd George said:
"Show me any way by which we
can make peace without betraying
the great and sacred trust for which
we entered the war. I will listen
gladly, gratefully, and thank God for
the light given me. Short of that,
mere peace talk is undermining the
fibre and morale of the nation."

NOSE CLOGGED FROM
A

C0LD0R

CATARRH

Apply Cream in Nostrils
Open Up Air Pas&ages.

To

Ah! What relief! Your clogged nosopen right up, the air passages of
your bead are clear and you can breathe
No more hawking, snuffling,
freely.
mucous discharge, headache, dryness no

trils

struggling for breath at night, your cold
or catarrh is gone.
Don't stay stuffed up I Get
small
bottle of Ely's Cream Balm from your
druggist now. Annlv a littla of thi.
fragrant, an t inept ia cream in your nostrils, let it penetrate through every air'
passage of the bead; soothe and heal'
toe swollen, in named mucous membrancv'
giving you instant relief. Elv's Cream
?-Jn what eve- r- cold and e"
has been wc-i- nf.
Itfk

The Russians were right there with
the handclasps, the Germans with I
I
the handcuffs. Brooklyn Eagle.
just

'

42,

'

victory of

C

fbrfomy&ei$h
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splendid.
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NEW MEXICO STATE LAND SALES

LAND FOR SALE.
SALE at a Sacrifice to settle an
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
Estate dandy stock ranch the finest in this
Country. Comprising 1840 Acres patented
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Land of which 500 Acres is good Alfalfa
land and . worth $100.00 per Acre; the imPUBLIC LAND SALE
provements alone cost over $10,000.00; its an
elegant stock ranch and beautiful Country
COUNTY.
LINCOLN
Home.
Price for immediate sale $21.00 per
Acre its a dandy good buy.
of Public Lands,
of
Office
Commissioner
the
Dont answer unless you have the money
Santa Fe. New Mexico.
and mean business.
G.
Thos.
Aitken,
that pursuant
is hereby given
Notice
Deming, N. M.
to the provisions of an Act of Congress,
June 20, 1910, laws of the
approved
LARGE TRACT of grazing land north of State of New Mexico and the rules and
Lord aim rg. Plenty of water for stock and regulations of the State Land Office, the
farming. Includes best farm land in south- Commissioner of to Public Lands will offer
the highest bidder, at
western New Mexico for wheat, beans, corn, at public sale,
statues and hay. Fenced and cross fenced, 9 o'clock A M., on Tuesday, March 26th,
E arge range area
of
No.
1918
State
in
136,
town
the
Carriiozo, County of
adjoining.
Record Santa Fe, K. M.
Lincoln, State of New Mexico, in front of
the court house therein, the following des1
WANT SOt old Bulls next September, cribed tracts of land, viz:
October, or November. Can you furnish ?
Sale No. IMS
SWtfNE, SNWtf, NW
If so, state price and full particulars in
SWjs. N&3SE& Sec. 29; Lot 4, Sec, 19;
first letter.
27;
Sec
W!3Ntf. N3NWtf, N;4
M.
SEtfSEtf,
N.
Thoi. G. Aitken, Deming,
SWtf, Sec. 30; NEKNEJ4, Sec. 34; T. 5 S.,
r-i
R. 1 E., S'JSWJj. Sec. 26; S'iSE, Sec. 27;
OVER 75M ACRES with plenty of water, NNEtf. NEUNWtf. Sec. 35; NtfSWtf, SEtf,
with timber for stock protection, located Sec. 11; T. 6 S., R. 18 K., containing 1122.30
near two railroads, particulars on request acres selected for the Santa Fe and Grant
-- No 64. State Record, Santa Fe, N. M.
No improveCounty Railroad Bond Fund.
ments.
REAL ESTATE WANTED.
All of
Sec.
FOR

-

Sale

-

No. 1061

WKW

17;

Wn.

-

Sale No. 1071
NEKSEM. Fee. 24; T. 24
Iberc
S., R. 4 W., containing 40 acres.
arc no improvement s.
Sale

No.

-

JOBS

Lot

1,

ENWJi,

NEK

NKSEtf. SEJ4SE, Sec. 19; T. 26 S.t R.
There are no
E., containing 397.46 acres.
improvements.

SWNE.

Sec. 20; T
Sale No.
Sec. 31; T. 2f
28 S., R. 1 W., SEKSW&
80
selected for
2
R.
acres
S.,
E., containing
the Santa Fe and Grant County Railroad
Bond Fund.
The improvements consist of
fencing, value $20.00.
1081

No bid on the above described tract
land will be accepted for less thar
THREE DOLLARS (S3.00) per acre whicl
is the appraised value hereof and in ad
dition thereto the successful bidder mus1
pay for the improvements that exist or
the land.
of

Each of the above described tracts will b
offered for sale separately.
The above sale
to the following

of lands

terms

vis:

will

and

be

auhjec
conditions.

for land selected for the Santa
Except
Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund
the successful bidder must pay to the
'
V
"
f.Vu.
ic
for
him
of
ho land
P
of
in a,lvance for th; bal

:""

!

t hir
Lit nils
ot Public
or tract and to provide for the payment o
Tht t ummissMiner
nalanrr 4' th
tpirat Inn
D
h'v
tit
hntdinn such salt reservrs the any unpaid balance at the expiration o
uruvNif
offeree!
all
to
ears trom the date of theitijirri'
bids
with
and
contract,
thirty year from the date of the con
right
reject any
nterest on deferred payments at the late at snid sale.
Possession under contracts tract with interest on deferred payment i
f
tnur per cent per annum payable in of sale for the above described tracts will at the rate of four per cent per annunj
tdvauce on the anni vmary ot the date of be Mivtn on or before October first, 1W8. payable in advance on the anniversary o
the date of the contract, partial payment!
n
t credit
outran,
partial payments
f t he date of contract
n t hr anniversary
Witness my hand and the official seal tu be credited on the anniversary of ih
of tender.
next following the
of the State Land Office of the State of date of the contract next following
th'
this twenty-fourtday of date of tender.
The sale of land selected for the Santa New Mexico,
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638.56 acres.
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3, 1918.
Publication
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containing
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of
1910,
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ments consist of fencing and well, value
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
th atrk; s.10.00 course onlv $1.00 oostDaid.
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All of Src. 20; T. 24. S S80.00.
room house in
No.
1IM
five
Cood
FOR
Salt
SALE
Rev. F. A. Thomas, Medium, Author. 20
the
of
State
Land
conditions
the
and
Office,
terms
to the following
regulations
Notice is hereby given that pursuant R. 20 W containing 640 acres.
ImproveCost $2,000, will take $1,700. No.
Bickerstaff Street, Boston, Mass., no. iv. ject
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer
viz:
Sale No. 1120
of an Act of Congress, ments consist of houses, 2 wells, windmill,
SWX, Sec 25; T. 24 S., 162. care State Record, Santa Fe, N. M.
at public tale, to the highest bidder, at to the provisions
R. 10 W., containing 160 acres.
June 20th, 1910, tbe lawt of the tank, corral, trees, fencing, value $2890.00.
ImproveExcept for lands selected for the Santa 9 o'clock A. M., on Wednesday, March approved
YOUNG WIDOW, 24, worth $100,000.
ments consist of fencing, value $200.00.
320 acres patented
of New Mexico and the rulea and
A GREAT - BARGAIN
re and urant county k. k. nono runo, 27th, 1918, in the town of Alamogordo, Coun State
Land Office, the
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1120
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Public
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Sec.
all
Commissioner
fchool
23;
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land,
adjoining public domain
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in front of the
Sale No. 1107
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SX, Sec 29; T. 27 S.,
MARRY AT ONCE- -If
lonely; write me ot such purchase price, the feea for ad- NS4SS4, Sec. 18; All of Sec. 19; Vf'i, SE"4 Lea, State of New Mexico,
R. 11 W., containing 160 acres.
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jT the patented
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Fine opening for mercantile
WXWX, EXEX, Sec. clearing, value $829.00.
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ner cent of the purchase
nine.
MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS
36; T. 11 S., R. 35 E., containing wer eselected for the Santa Fe and Grant
if suited? Let me find your ideal price at any time after the sale and prior Sale No. 1057
Lot 4, Sec. 6, T. 18 S. 33, 34, 35,acres.
Sale No. 1113
The improvements consist County Railroad Bond Fund.
ImproveSXSEX, Sec 8; T. 26 S.,
to the expir tion ot tnirty years irom uaic R. 10 E., containing 42.17 acres.
The im 33,461.34
absolute satisfaction; Many wealthy of
R. 10 W., containing 80 acres.
NOTARY PUBLIC
and fencing, value ments consist of house, well, windmill, reof
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for the
windmills,
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fencing
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front of hltn.

He was going borne
boldly enough and recklessly enough,
but he was by no means disposed to
waik deliberately into a trap. Ho kept
his eye peeled, as he would have ex.
pressed It, Also he left Itattler Just
under the crest of the ridge, took off
Ids spurs and with his ride In bis

THE RANCH AT THE WOLVERINE

The Housewife and the War

hands went forward afoot, as he had
(Special Information Service, United States Department of Agriculture.)
done every time bo had approached bis
GOAL FOR 1918 CANNERS
cabin since the day he found the cor1,500.000.000 QUARTS!
ral and the cattle In the canyon.
In this wise he looked down the steep
. .
Oo.)
(Copjrlghl, t.iul. Bn.wn
M.
slope with the sun throwing the shadBy
ow of his head and shoulders before
lilm. The cabin window blinked cheer
His span of
fully in the sunlight.
III
rend, til
iiihtIv before a cm nils and see also the creek trail for mares were coming up from the
jury. They would be luriied loose on a good quarter of a mile. The little
the fulnt ho)e of getting a
WARD STUMBLES UPON EVIDENCE OF PLOT TO BRAND
the range near his claim, and they valley lay quiet. His team fed iinilis- - breakfast of oats, perhaps. The place
would be found before Ihe scabs had luriied by Hie creek not far fmin the looked peiiceful enough and cozilv de
HIM AS A CATTLE "RUSTLER" AND BREAKS UP
haired over. It was a good time for corral, w hich reassured Ward more siruhle to i man who has slept out for
PLANS OF HIS ENEMIES
rustling, liniiiiilups were over I'or the than anything. Still, he wailed until four nights late In the fall, but a glance
all Ward gave to It.
wilder, and the weather would miiline lie had made reasonably sure that the'
bluff held no wutchi'i- concealed before
His eyes scu relied the bluff below him
range riding to absolute necessity.
r twenty
Inno
tf course the work was coarse -- so he went buck to where Hauler waited and upon cither side. Of a sudden they
Synopsis. Marlli.v ;,ml
ll I. Mil' living mil nf
ill llic Ci.r nil Wolverine
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ck ill lllr u
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"I guess they didn't plan to stir ward with an Involuntary motion of
nl' i:illn.
e but when brands tire worked
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Mud i.imliK I. ina
nil tiiiii
:n have n daughter,
:i
and the culprit has been caught things up till they got those critters the arms. He stood so for a breath or
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uo, :il"i:il nineteen .Mai- - til. '.vliuiu .Miirlliy luis secret I, v Ih'IiciI In
the law is not loo careful to give the planted where they wanted them." he two, looking down t he hill. Then lie
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his
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lln
I'l'iiiiU'. At ilii'
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rode
lie
K
toes;
to
down
the
l.mii...
bluff
stealthily
prisoner credit for brains.
npcti. Hilly
spending
A
ll
1'lTitu u wlili Miirlliy.
Ward stared al the altered brands his cabin. "Hut when they visit that swiftly, too, so that presently he wa.i
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see the carbuncle scar
bunch
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tin
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els
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enough
who
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do.
he
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i'iiiiuit.
iinitcil in stay
hud best
what
again
things
on the neck of the man crouched be- :ii tin' Miii'l iniiiilil ranch.
Want W ill i, 'I, mi, Hilly .,,ij,,.
lie betlintiKht him that perhaps It will begin to tlghlen."'
,
1
,r"-dies ami .M.ui In buries hi- - Imijv wi limit aid.
would he as well to put a liltle scenery
linn iiii'inl-- .
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i f
i
i Imrlie
tn .i.,,..
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Verities suspicions
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liill.v
At
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'T- - ulnii
thinks is evidence "i U'lll', s ,',ll,'l'li hi with
hill. Knee he pulled up as if he would kept Itattler In the stable; also he slept t,,e
pointing downward.
I, 'I' II',, III, Irs II IV ilMT.'ilS.'il ,y till'
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go back, hut lie thought better of it. very little, and hefort daybreak he nun instance ami irom a ueaii rest
j!CSS nl her
it would be strange If he should miss
ll was mil of Ihe question to turn was up and awuy.
any object he shot at. He had wliut
those cattle loose. He could not kill
gamblers call a cinch, or he would have
and dispose of the Imilies, imt
CHAPTER IX.
had if the man he watched for hud
He
hlt.ir. iniiiiiitcil iiml rode up toward when there were seven nf them.
CHAPTER VIII.
not been stundiiig directly behind hull
win-r6
the lookout waited. And one of uiiKh! uo down ami blotch the brands "I'm Going to Take You Out and Hang
with rille sights in u line with the scar
You."
"You Won't Get Me Again."
them nule n dark hay ami was slim sn that they would not read anything
trouble with a man like Huck on the back of Ills thick neck.
at all. He hail t Imuglit of (hat before
ilny lull' in tin- (nil Wind win and tall niul wore a (.'ray lint.
OM--inline Ih,- Mils nil' in lln"Throw up your hands!" Ward called
is that you can never be
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.ofrfiSp-Ward
Ian, oil m Km
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Huck Olney Jumped as though a yel-leliminate us much as possible any risk
I.' ''I'M:: nil
i' "ill I, ,i' V'l riillii-icin- - and led tin- horse farther down long run. Tiny would work the brands
himself. Ward, casting back into I"w Jacket had stung him. He turned
nl I'iiiihIii niiMllii-i- ' i,,z,ii liriiil "f under the
mi oilier cattle.
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,,f ihe ;cde.
shell,.
startled face over his shoulder and
I. nvi-i- '
1, iv. in,
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He hunched forward in the saddle his memory he had known Huck o.
llanlnp ami
pri, ked up lii- ears ut the smiinl
netwell once upon a time and in Jerked the rille up from the rock Ward
,nllic point i,
t'nn iii'i'i' mil ji-"f ih"-- e other riders. Inn tic did not and let liattler choose his own trail his very
unsuspecting youth had counted raised his sights a little and plugged i
new liiiiL'r- S'i, limhow iiimiLih interest to nicker a
shayum
greet up the hill. Though he did not kimw
bluck rimmed hole through
round,
i..i- - n in tin- iicclilie In
it. trouble had en ilu'llt Hillv Louise in
ing
11c was iilua.is it self centered
luck's hat crown.
Inii
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i" stuck tin, Us liciimill was content to no his way thill same place and had sent her for"Throw- up your hands, I told you!"
s iiml hi' miu every
in tin' ,,ri
ward with drooping shoulders ami n
alone, like his master.
he said, while the hills opposite were
tiling within tin' sweep f liis visimi.
Ward stood up. where he could see mind so absorbed that she gave no atstill Hinging huck the sound of the
tin- ilny was clear anil fun-niiil.
the rim nf the I, luff over Ihe ledce of tention to her horse. Hut hat is mere
shot, and came closer.
u l:Hii
his innge nl' isinii w him In- ii'iii'hi-irock. ll,. uiiKht net a closer view ly ii trilling coincidence. The thing he
Huck grunted an oath, dropped the
high point i' t i'ii lei tn tin- Three limit's and see who was the lookout, and he had to decide was far more complirille so suddenly that it clattered on Wash Boiler With False Bottom Makes a Home Canner Which a Girl Can
ii way nut in tin- ili'si-rtcated
thun
Iiulse's
lllit'ht he seen.
Illy
problem.
I'or that enutiliKLMiey
the rock and lifted his hands high in
Operate.
accident hi- null'
In the he kept his
I'.y
Should he go straight to Seuheck and
lingers close to his Kim
the quiet sunlight,
tell
him
he
out
He
had
what
found
iiinynii where tin- little corral lay
lie heard their scrainliliiiK progress.
from there and go on down
"(let
up
at ilii
mid 1'ioki'd iluwu. Ami Now and then one of the horses
In Washington was found to contain
sent did not know Seabeck, except as he
lo the shack-a- nd
keep your hands up.
siin i' hi' pule up at mi uiikIc different a little rock hotimlliii; down in to tile had met him once or twice on the trail
serious amounts of arsenic.' The opinAnd remember all the reasons I've got GET READY FOR
I'riiin tin' nni' Hilly l.niiisi' hail takt'ii
mill
a
and
trivial
exchanged
ion Is expressed that the salt posgreetings
canyon, whereat the cattle in the corral
for wanting to see you make a crooked
tinfew words about the weather. Resides
corral was directly beneath hliu
turned restlessly around the small
move so I'll have an excuse to shoot."
sibly was recovered from a refrigeratmi directly, in tai l, that halt nf H was
Seabeck would very soon find out
Ward came still closer as he spoke.
ing plant or may have been the sweepHi- saw lluit there
hiilih'ii frmn
BIG FALL
There it stood at his shoulder, grinHe was wishing he had brought his
They came clnser lifter they had
ings from a warehouse. Other
wellcuttle within it, however, and Knitted
him
malevolently-h- is
the lop. Ward,
or
past. It
salt contains suffrope along. lie did not feel quite easy
aKiiinst ning at
i
at work there. And by the dull
tun
In his mind while Huck Olney's hands
icient barium chloride to be poisonous
Kiay rock before him. heard tied his bands. Huck Olney he could
c In' liflt'il his eyes ii
.saw Ilii' the murmur
w
of their voices. Once lie deal ith single handed, for Olney had
were free.
and dangerous In food. Such salt, unAdvise
liiisc of n horse hcyniid a jultlng ledge ciumlil the
Ordering der the food and drugs act, must be laSpecialists
unmlslakalile tones of the the fear of him that Is born of a
sixty yards or mi away ami thy
iiiiiii he would like to kill. "I'll keel) guilty conscience. He could send Buck
beled or Invoiced "Not for food purEquipment Early and See
of a lial showing jllst almvi' till' ledge. eases and Kit him."
Ward evens up old scores with
I'loliiiiK aKitinst "over the road" whenever he chose to
poses." Irresponsible dealers, howA I'luUiHit.
he Judged instantly and some
That
Cans
Are
Ready.
poor devil, as usual, Ward tell some tilings lie knew, lie could do
ever, may offer It for sale for human
Olney in a manner which Olney
pulled liatth'i' hi'hinil llic link hi' had lion-l- it and wondered If the man knew it without any compunctions too. Ruck
is not likely to forget for a good
consumption. Such sale Is, of course,
lii'i'ii lit some nl ll is to ride around.
he lived in this part of the country. If Olney, the stock inspector, deserved no
in violation of state or federal laws,
many years. The next installlit- knew
Ward was a eowpiiin-licrlie did. it miKht
mercy nf Ward's bauds mid would get
EXAMINE ALL USEABLE JARS and renders the leader, if caught, liament tells how Ward got revenge
'slly he
th tricks nf the tradi- mi wWI that lie
"I'll keep cases smne myself, you none if ever they met where Ward
on his old enemy.
ble to prosecution. The attention of
did nut wonder what was going oil
the public Is called to the need of
reptile." he muttered under his breath. would have a chnnce ut him.
diiw ii there. Hi' knew. He was tempt
Olney he could deal with ulone, but
'Von won't Ket me iiKain, if that's
Food at Home Saves greut care In the purchase of
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Putting
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ml to do as Hilly I.nniso hud done
I'llM'IM'lili,
Willi the evidence of those rehrunded
what you've Kot in mind."
food products offered nt bargain
Transportation Later Last Year's
ride nil and puss up knowledge w hicb
They went on, and presently Ward cattle and the testimony of two men,
prices.
Pack
W
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at
850,000,000
was
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ard
TIMES AND PLACE FOR SLEEP
disagreeable, fur
might
was I'M'kiiiK at their backs as they together with the damning testimony
Goaf Set for 1918.
iml inn' tn spy upnn Ids fi'llnws, and rode over tin- - ridKe.
He stood for of Ills past: Ward lifted his head and
tin- mull w hum he wniild hclray into
Throw Up Your Hands.
Churches and Street Cars Are Favored
some time slariiiK after theiu with stared heavily at the pine slope before
the hands of a slnnilT must In- guilty w hat
One billion Ave hundred million
But the Cozy Bed Affords a
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Itilly Louise called his clmlet him. He could not go to Seuheck and him a friend-tri- ed
to guess how Huck
nf- u must heinous crime.
That wan look. He was
Most Delightful Pastime.
quarts of
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bieathiiit; shortly from tell him anything. In the black hour would proceed when he went down to
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liis rude to let every fellow have a
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appear Impossible
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the fact
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something. an air of
sleep
of heir voices.
Ward took a long
ture indicutes that the amount
certainty. "Hlotched brands
He Kt licliliiil the rin k, since he had
discovered that he was grip- l'e laughed hardly, turned Hauler back he'd know was my work, and he could those who go to sleep In church are that the American family's ability to
of sugar consumed In 1917
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not
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in
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a
construed
can,
might
patriotic situation, has been
it on me, too, with a good
ping his gun as though his life depend- to the
was about 88.3 pounds per
covered that Ills view of the corral ed
corral in the canyon. "They have put
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smoked
annual consumption for the
lie had first seen it. He looked hehind
ute or so he mounted and rode down up to me." he told himself grimly, two cigurettes and scowled at the scen- want to sleep In street enrs? Is It a mated at 8")0,000,000 packs by officials
r
him for an easy ret real to the skyperiod ending In 1916
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of the United States department of
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the farther rails. Ward gave Hauler ahead of him, and the sun wus sliding know I'm wise to the whole plant. siring to shut out the events of the ship of the United States, the special
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day
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for the
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ure.
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not
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Make sure that the clean wash boil
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bluff he stopped, looked down at the have died almost any death rather being brought
and a more productive environment.
him forever from that future
metically sealed food canned in homes
long suffering cattle and smiled again than give Buck Olney the satisfaction
The moment
violet rays come Is $170,000,000.
In most cases this
where stiHHl his air cnsthn.
4j
1'
One could read their of "getting" him. For a few days be In contact withultra
Of 4j' 4j' 4' 4J' 4J"fr 4"t 4Hi 4,
sardonically.
the Infinitesimal life food was produced on the farm or In
He let down the hammer
iti Ills
brands easily from where be sat on bis was cautious as an Indian on the war
SAVE LITTLE SUGAR TODAY.
and
the
la
while
was
In
It
begins,
canned
development
thunili. slid the cun hack into Ita hoi
backyard
garden,
horse. They were not blotched; they trail, and then his patience frazzled
true that some microbes are destroyed the family kitchen, stored In the pantoster and disiuouutisl, with a
were very distinct. But they were not out under the strain
Substitute Other Sweets.
violet rays. It haa been try, and Is being consumed In the
ward the place where the lookout wan
Yds within that corral.
At sunrise one morning, after a hlght by the utra
There were
Cook cereals with dates or
Inferior organisms gen home. The transportation facilities of
stationed.
lie was sure be bad not
other brands which might lie made of of shivering In his blanket, he bunched found that the more
lieen wen. and so lie crouched
rapidly under the the country were not taxed in the pro- T raisins and serve without sugar.
a Yd monogram by the judicious ad- his shoulders in disgust ot bis caution erally develop
duction of this food and in most cases X Cook dried fruits without sugar.
a splinter of
and watdied. He
dition of a mark here and a mark If Buck Olney wanted anything of influence of these rays.
It was produced on soil that otherwise T Sweeten fruits with honey or
had no plan. Iiut tils instinct jiiiielled
him he was certainly taking his time
there.
would have been Idle, with labor that
mape or corn sirup, juane pua- him tn closely watch Buck Oltiey.
Algerian Wines Taken for Army.
"There, bang ynh, chew on that aliout coming after It Ward rubbed
In conformity with the Instructions would have been unable to find useful T dings, cakes and other pastry T
Another man rauie into view down
awhile!" he apostrophized the absent his fingers over bis stubbly jaw, and
witn part corn sirup, molasses.
there in the (nrral. lie also stood
three. He turned away and rode back the uncomfortable prickling was the of the minister of general supplies, employment.
T or honey Instead of all sugar,
of the wine crop of Algeria
plainly revealed, and Ward pave a
last small detail of discomfort that de
once more toward home.
tor a cupful of sugar in a cake
Careful About Salt
little snort of contemptuous surprise
Itattler turned naturally into the trail cided him. He was going to have a has been requisitioned for military purrecipe substitute a cupful of
The bureau of chemistry, united
Consul Arthur C. Frost,
when he recoKnized htm. After that
a
says
poses,
and
decent
shave
of
w hich ran up the creek to the
coffee
cup
and
ranch,
sirup or honey and for each cup- he studied the Kituation with
but Ward immediately turned him out eat off bis own table or know the rea- Algiers. Each wine producer Is re- States department of agriculture,
f ul so used lessen the amount of
lirows. This other mini either upset
of his vintage warns consumers against buying table
of it. -- We aren't aroing to overlook son why, he promised himself while quired to turn
4-liquor In the recipe by
hi
conclusion
into table wine for army consumption. salt from peddlers or other persons
or comiilii ated bla Ward Leaned Against the Dull Gray any bets, old timer, he said
he slapped the saddle on Rattler.
Rock.
grimly
ter cupful.
manner of dealing with Kuek Ulney.
He was camped In a sheltered little The wine furnished must be of good whose reliability Is not established.
and crossed the creek at a point where
Salt recently offered by a peddler
M'ard would not hare liesitati-hollow tn the bills, where the grass quality and equal at least to the averone right slant f the V bad been extended it waa too
rocky to leave any hoof was
aecotid a limit putting the sheriff on a little and curled into a fi, so that in
and there was a spring. It age quality of each producer's vintage.
good
behind
them.
He
rode
prints
up the
hut If the second time the brand would stand casual
the trail of Itiii-klower Kint of the ridge beyond and was a mile and more to bis claim,
Rye flour can be used for dredging
he mtild not beLittle Angel Present
niati were implli-ateas a Vt! monogram Ward's followed the crest of it on the side straight across the upland, and it waa
meat and fish.
A primary teacher, admonishing litbis habit to leave Battier there and
tray one without betraying; the other. own brand. The work wa crude,
from
When
the
be
reachaway
valley.
And if the business down there in the
crude. The V bad not been ed a point nearly opposite bis cabin be walk over to the ridge, where he could tle Ann, who usually was a model
A teaspoonful of salt will season one
were lawful, then be must think
to make it look fresh, dismounted, unbuckled his span and watch his claim. Frequently, as I have child, for misconduct, said : "I thought
enough
quart of material.
of aotue other means. At any rate, the and the newly neared C bad been add- slipped their chains over the saddle said, be stole down before daylight and I bad a little angel In the room. Now
thin to do now was to make sure.
ed with a malevolent pressure that born. Then be went forward afoot to lighted a fire in the stove just to make where Is aner Little Betty, on tilt
Left-ove-r
The two in the corral came out and would make it stand out a fresh brand reconnoiter. He waa careful to avoid it look as If he lived there. There waa other side of the room, stood up meekvegetables can be used In
Flatirons will heat better on
gas salads and hashes.
cloned the gate behind them, and the for a lung time in raw of a delay in rock or gravelly patches and to walk a risk in that, of course, granting that ly and shyly answered : "Here I is,"
stove
are
If
covered
with
a
was
stock
pan.
Insiiector
the
they
the
kind
to lie
first man kicked apart the emliera of the proceedings, as Ward knew er-- a alwaya on the soft grass, which mufIn wait for him.
Minced pickles are a good addition
small Are and afterward basii-- him-- fectly welL
Wrong Side Up.
fled bis atepa.
to
Ward
rode
the
with
his
blan . "Vhv didn't vim tnmm m mi,
Jars and a wash boiler, boiling wa- to potato salad.
elf with the ground, either looking for
.v.u
So he sat there and looked over the
UC
In this wise be made bla way to the ket rolled and tied ridge
behind
to
which
the
ride
cantle.
dor "I did, but the ter and fresh products are all yon
tracks or covering them np. They fence and saw himself a convicted top of the ridge, where he could look
His frying pan bung behind his
darn thing dldnt come down the way need to can almost any fruit or vegcame little way along tba side of the j -- rustler.- There w as the evidence all down
Black soy beans for arnp should be
upon the cabin and atable and and his rifle lav across the aaddl leg,
In 1 wanted It to." Buffalo Exnrau
etable successfully.
ked overnight.

An Interesting and Intimate View of Pioneer Days
on the Plains
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IMfEOVED

UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

CJEPT.

or

least one serious Insect enemy. For la
formation on the control of insects and
diseases affecting the muskmclon, refer to Farmers' Bulletin 856, entitled
s
"Control of Diseases and Insect
of the Home Vegetable Garden."

AGRICULTURE

SIIMSOIOOL HOWT0 GROW
Lesson

l!y K. O. eci.i.clB, Acting Plrector ol
I he Sunday School Course of the Moody
Bible Institute. Chicago.)
1918, Western Newspaper Union, i

Kne-mle-

Karly peas require a rather rich
inndy loam with good drainage in or-

8PINACH.

der that the first plantings may be
made early In the spring. Fertilizers
that are high In nitrogenous matter
should not be applied to the land immediately before planting, as they will
LESSON FOR MARCH 24
have a tendency to produce too great
JESUS MINISTERING TO THE MUL- growth of vines at the expense of
TITUDES.
Land that has been manured
pods.
the previous year will be found' satisI.KBSON TEXT Mark
GOLDEN TKXT The eon of man came factory without additional fertilizer.
While the sandy loam is to be prenot to be ministered unto, but to mlnts-teand to give his life a ranaom for ferred for early varieties, a good crop
20:28.
many.-Ma- tt.
can be produced on almost any good
DEVpTIONAL BEADINO-Jo- hn
6:32-5-

r,

6:35-4-

FOR
MATERIAL
ADDITIONAL.
Matt. 25:31-4TKACHKIIS Exodus 16:14-1James 1:27; Rev. 17.
I.uke 4:16-2a helper at all
PRIMARY TOI'IC-Jes- us
times.
MEMORY VERSE Be of Rood chter:
It Is I; be not afrjilil. Mark 6:50
the
TOflC-IIelpI- ng
INTERMEDIATE
needy.
SENIOR AND ADUI.T TOPIC-C- D
Tills puruble marks the high level of
the year of popularity In (lie life of
our Lord. It is such hii important tnlr-nelns to be (lie only one recorded by
nil four gospel writers. Tlie returnlnp
Mas-tedisciples (v. 31) lire urged ly tlie
lo come with him into ti desert
plnee and rest and also that he might
comfort their hearts over the death ol
John the Baptist. "They had n(
leisure." Jesus knew the need urn!
also the proper use of leisure, hut the
multitude would not grunt him this hut
Hocked to his retreat in the desert
They followed that they mlcht listen tf
his gracious words, or behold some new

wonder, but Jesus also saw and
istered, (v. 24). Carlyle said he saw
in Knglund "forty million people most
ly fools." Not so with Jesus; he saw
and was moved, not with sarcasm, hill
with a compassion thut took the form
of teaching (v. 34). It is better tc
teach u man how to help himself than
to help the man without the teaching
We also Infer that the soul of a mini
is of more value than his body. It Is
not enough, however, to say "(lod bless
you; be warmed and fed," when a man
Is hungry. Sympathy must Issue In action.
A Great Task.
John tells us of the conversation
with Phillip, l'hillip lived In lielhsaida
nearby, but to feed this multitude was
too great u task, even with his knowledge and resources (John 0:5, 7). Yet
we need not be surprised at Phillip's
slowness of faith. Moses in a similar
case was once nonplussed as to how to
feed the thousands in the wilderness
The central
(see Numbers 11:21-33)- .
fact concerns neither the need nor our
poverty, but the absolute surrender of
our all however little to God.
Another disciple, Andrew, who had
brought his brother, Simon Peter, to
the Savior, in his desperation found a
hoy whose mother had thoughtfully
provided him with a lunch consisting
of five barley biscuits and two small
jdrled herrings (John 6:9). This Is a
great commentary on the tide of interest at this time that even this hungry
boy should have forgotten bis lunch;
the circumstances emphasized the helplessness of the disciples In order that
Jesus might show his power. His command "Give ye them," (v. 37) teaches
us that we are to give what we have,
not to look to others; nor to do our
charity by proxy (Pro. 11:24. 2.r.).
Again the Savior asks his disciples to
seek (v. 38) as though he would teach
them the boundless resources of his
kingdom. Give what you have and he
will bless and Increase It to meet the
needs of the multitude. The secret of
success points to the moment when he
look the loaves and looking up (to God
who also saw their needs), he blessed
It.
Living Bread.
This conservation process was n
stinging rebuke to the orientals, and
being emphasized in these days of food
conservation In connection with war
needs. Too long we have been prodigal
of God's marvelous bounties. God gives
us that we may use ; and we lose it unless It Is shared. Jesus, the living
bread, (John 6:48) will satisfy hunger
and give life. As bread generates in
the human body heat, energy, vitality
and power, so he will feed the hungry
souls of men. We have at hand the
Word. It Is for lack of it that men die
in the deepest and truest sense of that
Word. The poverty and perplexity of
the disciples in the presence of similar
great need, Is being repeated over and
over again, and yet how faithless It is.
We have not enough to feed the multitude. Our few loaves of comfort,
amusement, counsel, etc., will not sustain them in the present world's crisis ;
but when we break unto them the living bread, it meets the deep hunger of
the human heart; and they will have
enough and to spare if they will only
eat It. In these days when the emphasis Is being laid on material bread for
the sustenance of the nation, there Is
great danger lest we forget the necessity of breaking the living bread to the
starving multitudes of the world. We
must maintain the supremacy of the
spiritual, or lack the dynamic to provide the material.
How true the words of the late Dr.
Maltble Davenport Babcock:
mill--

1

soil.

The first plantings should be of such
varieties us Alaska, or some of Its
modifications, which make a small but
quick growth and may or may not be
provided with supports. These shouid
be planted about two weeks before the
date of the last killing frost, or in fact
may be plnnted us soon us tlie ground
sorts
Is In condition. Tlie
of the Telephone type lire desiruble
for still later use, on account of their
large production and excellent quality.
Peas should he drilled In rows, one
to two pints being sufficient for a
row. The Individual pens should
be placed about 1 inch apart in the
rows. The distance between rows will
depend upon the kind of cultivation
to be employed, and upon the varieties
used. The dwarf varieties need not be
any farther apart than necessary to
Insure cultivation, while the
sorts should not be planted closer
than 3 to 3 feet apart.
A good scheme is to plant two
rows of peas ubout 0 or 8 inches
apart, then leave a space of 18 Inches
or two feet and plant two more rows
of seed close together.. Fewer strings
or less brush will be required to support them than when plunted In single
rows at the greater distance.
If peus are to be grown for immediate use only, a quart will be enough to
plant at one time. However, if It Is
desired to grow peas for canning, large
pluntings should be made. If space
is available, it is an excellent plun to
make considerable planting at one lime
of some one variety, so that the peas
for canning will be available In considerable quantities. This enables the
housewife to get the canning out of
the way in a comparatively short time.
Successive plantings of the various varieties of peus should be made at Intervals Of about two weeks, until the
weather begins to grow warm, when
the plantings should be discontinued.
It Is possible In some sections to
grow a full crop of peas. When this
Is done, early varieties should be used.

Spinach thrives In a rather cool climate and attains its best development
In the middle South, where it can be
grown in the open ground during the
winter. Farther north It Is necessnry
to protect the plants during the winter with a mulch of straw or lenves.
To produce good spinach a rich loum
which will give the plants a quick
growth Is required. Full planting Is
to be recommended wherever this is
possible, ns the
spinach is
not ns much Inclined to go to seed as
that planted in the spring. One ounce
t
row,
of seed Is sufficient for u
and this crop may be sown In drills
about 1 foot apart.
Spinach Is an easily grown garden
crop, and there Is perhaps no other of
Its kind that will give as good satisfaction. In gathering spinach the entire plant is removed rather than merely cutting off the leaves. The larger
plants are selected first, and the
smaller ones are thus given a chance
d

100-foo-

to develop.

100-fo-

g

par-ull-

ONIONS.

CAULIFLOWER.
The cauliflower requires a rich,
moist soil, anil thrives best under Irrigation. It will not withstand as much
frost ns cabbage, but Is very sensitive
to hot weather. To make a success of
the crop it is best to plant it about
the time of the lust killing frost In
spring, using plants grown In the hotbed or window box. This gives it time
to mature lief ore hot weather comes.
The rows need not he more than 2Mi
to 3 feet npart for horse cultivation,
or 24 to 30 inches apart for hand work.
Tlie plants should be from 14 to 18
Inches apart In rows. The culture Is
the same as for cabbage until the
heads begin to develop, after which
the leaves may be tied together over
the heuds to exclude the light and
keep heads white.
This crop Is one of the aristocrats
of the garden. If you succeed In growcauliflower you will
ing
qualify as a good gardener.- high-grad- e

WATERMELONS.
The watermelon requires considerable room, and unless there is an
abundance of space available it should
not be planted in the garden.
It Is a
plant and the
seeds should not be planted In the
open until tlie ground Is warm. This
will be about one month after the lust
hard frost. They do best In a sandy
soli, and require plenty of
manure for their best development.
The usual method Is to plant them In
hills made up with plenty of
manure, about 10 feet apart
each way. Some eight or ten seeds
should be placed In ench bill, anil when
the plants are well established they
should be thinned to four plunts in a
hill. For full directions as to the control of Insects nnd diseases affecting
the watermelon, see Fanners' Bulletin
850, entitled "Control of Disease and
Insect Knemies of the Home Vegetable
Garden."
heat-lovin- g

well-rotte-

well-rotte- d

Onions cau be produced on almost
ony good garden soli, and constitute
one of the standard crops found In almost every garden. The usual plan in
the home garden Is to plant sets In
rows far enough apart to suit the method of cultivation to be followed. The
sets need not be more than 2 or 3
Inches apart In the rows.
Onion sets muy be plunted us soon
us the ground can be worked and before frosts nre over. Some kinds may
be planted In the autumn. The potato
or multiplier onion can be planted from
sets In the autumn and will produce
excellent early green onions.
Onions may be grown from seed either by starting the seed In tlie hotbed
nnd transplanting to the open ground
or by drilling in rows directly In the
garden. With good soil and proper
care it is possible to produce
bulbs from seed In a single seagood-size-

d

son.

Onions require frequent shallow cultivation, and it may be necessary to resort to hand work In order to keep
the crop free from weeds.
If It Is desired to use the onions ns
green or bunch onions they may be
pulled at any time after they are large
enough, otherwise they should be allowed to grow until they reach maturity. If the onions slart to throw up
seed stalks these should be removed,
o the seed will be formed at the expense of the bulbs
MUSKMELONS.

sandy loam with plenty of
manure incorporuted in I he soil
Is well adapted to the production of
muskmclons. The muskmelon is a
crop, requiring a long growing
season, about four months, and cannot
be planted until the ground has become warm. For this reason it Is useless to attempt to grow the muskmelon
In sections where the growing season
Is not sufficiently long or where the
temperature Is not uniformly high. The
northern portion of the United States
Is not suited to the growing of this
crop for tlie reasons cited above.
It is advisable to start the plants
In berry boxes, or on sods In the hotbed, transferring these to the open
ground after the ground has become
warm. In this way considerable time
can be saved and much better results
obtained. It Is a good plan to place
manure In the
plenty of
hills, which should be about 6 feet
Back of the loaf Is the snowy flour;
apart. Sufficient seed should be plantBack of the flour the mill:
ed so that four good strong plants may
And back of the mill Is the wheat.
And the showers, and the sun.
be had in each hill. Another plan Is
And the Father's will.
to sow in drills In rows 6 or 7 feet
The problem which the disciples apart, thinning the plants until they
could not meet, Jesus discerned and are from 18 Inches to 2 feet apart In
solved. As they
with him the rows.
Cultivation should be frequent and
and gave of that which he had first
blessed, each had a basketfull to take thorough until the vines begin to run.
away and thus was welt repaid for After this the only cultivation required
is to keep weeds down.
sharing with the multitude.
Muskmelons are liable to be attacked by, several diseases and have at
Christ the Light of the World.
Let as put away, then, let us put
away oblivion of the truth, namely,
Increase Food 8upply.
Ignorance; and removing the darkness
peck of vegetables produced
Every
a
dimness
of
which obstructs,
sight,
let us contemplate the only true God, for home use this year, on land that
first raising our voice in this hymn of never before grew food, will mean
meat released for our
praise: Hall, O Light! For unto us, wheat and
burled In darkness, shut up In the armies and the allies. More food means
shadow of death, .light has shone more ammunition.
forth from heaven, purer than the sun,
Help With a Garden.
sweeter than life here below. That
If you don't know how to garden or
light is eternal life; and whatever
your knowledge on
partakes of It lives. But night fears want to refresh
'
the light, and, hiding Itself In terror, the subject, write for bulletins that
will take yon through all the steps In
rive place to the day of the Lord.
Clement of Alexandria.
inking your back yard produce food.
A

well-rotte- d

heat-lovin- g

KALE.

Kale Is closely related to and possesses many of the characteristics of
cabbage. It Is very hardy and may be
planted In the autumn in the entire
southern portion of the United States.
It will thrive on any good soil and
responds readily to liberal applications of stable manure.
Kale may be sown In drills or in
some cases may be sown broadcast.
When sown In drills a quarter ounce
t
of seed Is sufficient for a
row. Kale may be sown as soon as
the ground Is In condition to work.
Successive plantings may he mude at
Intervals through the summer, hut
pickings can he made from the tlrst
planting during the entire season.
When planted in drills the plants muy
be thinned ns soon us large enough,
using the ones removed for greens.
100-foo-

Distribute Hand Labor.
It Is, of course, possible to do the
work just as well by hand, but a considerable amount of labor Is Involved.
For small areas, however. Ibis method Is the only practical one. When
the garden Is to be worked by hand M
Is especially desirable thut the spading
be done as early as possible, ns the
sooner It Is done the easier it will he
to get the ground In condition. The
ground should be worked down only
as needed, as this will distribute the
labor; and ns the rough ground will
dry off quicker than that smoothed
down. It Is possible to get on the
ground sooner If left in the rough than
It Is exwhen well worked down.
tremely desirable ( get such crops
as early peas, early potatoes, and early
cabbage plants in as soon as tlie
ground is dry enough, anil it Is often
possible to get these crops planted a
week or two earlier by following this
plan.

well-rotte- d
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The KITCAEN

Ashes Made Useful.
coal ashes, unlike wood
ashes, have no fertilizing value, hut
ure useful in lightening soil. Lime
will lighten soil and at the same time
correct acidity.
Well-slfte-

J

Plan Your Garden Early.
Diagram your ground, allot the space
to the vegetables you want to grow,
buy your seeds, have your tools at
hand, prepare for the opening of the
growing season.

Women' Will
They have been at a great feast of
languages and stolen the scraps.
GOOD THINGS FOR THE TABLE.
In the siuing time green things appeal lo the appetite, we need them as

blood purifiers and
combinavarious
tions may lie used
to lend variety.
Salad.
Onion
the
out
Scoop
centers from three
Spanish onions that
have been peeled.
Fill each with high
ly seasoned chicken, sausage or meat
or mils or bread crumbs and butter anil suit mid pepper.. Add a little
witter to the baking dish and bake
them until brown and lender. When
the onions are cold, cut them In quarters and place tbein on a bed of water
cress, lay a sardine en each quarter
of the onion and serve with French or
boiled dressing.
Oatmeal Bread Take two cupl'uls
f
of oatmeal,
cupful of molasses,
two teaspoonfuls of salt over this pour
a pint of boiling wnter; when cool add
yeast and flour to mix well. I.ct raise
and when light form Into loaves and
bake when light.
Cod fish, the dried variety may make
a most palatable main dish. Soak the
fish and cook carefully not lo break it,
then drain carefully and let it simmer
in a drawn butter sauce. Serve with
A most delicious
baked potatoes.
white same for codtlsli Is made by
using sour cream Instead of milk, preparing It in Hie same way.
Onions are delicious linked In their
skins then peel them, season with butter, pepper and salt or cream, or if
desired in a white sauce. They have
quite n different flavor. Another delicious way to prepare onions Is to
roast hem in the ashes or on the ledge
of the furnace. Do not peel them as
the skin will often he burned and It
will be necessary to use care to remove all the charred portions.
Onions are also delicious stuffed
with sausage, and. baked, hasting during tlie baking with the fat and some
water.
Every particle of vegetable water
not used as sauce for the vegetable
when serving It, should be saved. Add
It to the soup kettle. If potato wnter,
Use It to stew meat or soup meat,
for gravies, griddle cukes or pastry,
when well chilled. The valuable mineral suits contained in vegetable water should not be wasted.
one-hal-
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EARLY

SPRING SALADS
GREENS.

AND

Before It is warm enough to do any
utslde gardening In the states where
frost Is found live
months of the year, a
small shaMiiW box which
may serve us a window
box in lite Milliliter may
lie used. If the soil is fertilized, Ihe year round.
In the winter pepper
grass, lettuce, radishes,
parsley chives ami various herbs for
seasoning tuny lie grown. A small bit
of the green but an inch or two In
height will furnish a flavor for sandwiches. Tender pepper grass will
soon reach four Indies In height ami
may be ised In cmnhlnntlnii with other
Vegetables, the slight pungent flavor Is
especially appellzlng in early spring.
Before the tlrst leaf of the dandelion puts forth lis bead, cover a pateli
of Ihe plants wilh boards, so that the
crisp white leaves may be served
fresh as a salad.
Mint Is an early arrival and may be
hurried If In a sheltered sunny spot.
A few or Hie tlrst green buds finely
hot vinegar
minced ami steeped
Willi a small vmoinit of sugar Is a
most delirious sauce to serve with
lamb. II Is also relished when chopped and added to lettuce and pepper
grass Willi a little chopped green union
making a most refreshing salad.
Watercress Is another green thai Is
most wholesome.
When one Is fortunate enough to live near a brook
where It may be gathered often It
should be a frequent salad. Served
with a sprinkling of salt It Is used as
a garnish for chops, but combines
well with other vegetables. The snap
py little green Is also a welcome addition to bread and butter sandwiches.
Milk weed when It first comes up
In Ihe spring rivals asparagus anil the
poke grown In the soul hern slates Is
another welcome green vegetable. Sorrel, (lock, mustard and various other
weeds are nil good wholesome greens.
The marsh marigold or cowslip as
well as (lie dandelion nre favorite
greens cooked until tender with a little salt pork for flavor, or served well
seasoned as any vegetable. The medicinal value of greens cannot be overestimated.
They contain a growth
determinant which Is especially Important in a child's diet.
111
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SUITS THAT LOOK LIKE SPRING.
Here is a group nf sails for spring
that even the lintiriiiileed eve at a
glance will perceive to be quite
like the suits of yesterday. Their de
signers huve wondered into green
lields ami pastures new, gathering
Ideas, and are displaying the results
of their wanderings now in suits thut
huve many Interesting style features.
They appear to have centered attention on s'onls and to have agreed that
ikirts shall be plain, hung straight, or
show a little narrowing toward the
bottom, and reach at least to the shoe
top.
In coals the most noticeable Inno-

styles. Assort incuts are so w ide la
suits Hint every woman may have ihe
satisfaction of satisfying her own style
and preferences when she makes a selection.
The dressy, si purule silk skirl has
made a history for Itself thut Insures
Its welcome every season, but its
great day is ushered In with spring.
Its rival, Hie sports skirt, has promoted It; success for the separate
skirt of silk Is sure and deserved, and
there is no end to the variety in silks
and color coiahlnalioiis that make it a
thing of beauty this spring.
Two or three shades of one color In
stripes and plaids, or combinations of
contrasting colors, or colors with crossbars in black or while. In us many designs us we find in ginghams, make
the choice unlimited, but so far stripes
have been developed into the most attractive of ihe new skirts.
The season Is dominated by two
styles, each with many variations. One
Is the skirt laid in plaits about the
waistline and the other is the tuiile
skirt. The plaited skirt is not so new
as the tunic, but It is too good looking, ami may be fitted with too much
good style for women to leave it out
of their reckoning.
Tunics, like coats, are usually uneven in length. They are Ingeniously
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Knew His Ailment
"You're looking miserable, Subbubs.
Why don't yon ask a doctor what alls
youf "I know what alls roe quick
consumption." "Ton don't mean Itf
"I do. I have to bolt my breakfast In
Threshing Bean Crop.
The only satisfactory method of two gulps to catch the train, and my
threshing bean crops of considerable lunch In two more to get back to the
size Is a bean thresher, which may also office." Boston Transcript.
be used for peas.
New Version.
The Legume Fanner.
Early to bed and early to rise make
In the old days legumes were ap
man healthy, wealthy and an awful
preciated but only slightly used.
bore. Chicago Evening Post.
d

the most lilcss'ij
upon earth,
KlrgKeil hour of our dinners.
-- Mereilllh.

O, hour of all hours,

vation is the uneven line at the bottom
of Ihe coat skirt.
There Is only an
occasional coat that Is even at the bottom edge, but this variety is good
style always. Another new feature In
lines at the hack,
coats is the fittcd-lwhich are achieved by new methods of
(hat almost vie
cutting and
with semllltted models In point of numbers. There are many coats that fall
What's one man's poison, siguor, Is
Do us adversaries do In war: Rtrlvs
to close at the front, and some whose
another's meat or drink.- - Heauinunt
and Fletcher.
mightily, but eat and drink as friends,
only closing point Is at the waistline.
These open models ure worn with light
A merry heart goes all the day.
A small cheer
and great welcome
waistcoats in some cases, or over
nuikas a merry feust. Hhuliespeure.
Fliakespeare.
blouses that are glimpsed to the waist.
TEMPTING DISHES.
SEASONABLE DISHES.
At the left of the picture u very
graceful and clever coat bus pointed
u
mosl tasty dish fronts and lis skirt is set on to a
Small bits of chicken which are too
The parsnip Is
small to serve In oilier ways may be and may be varied in several ways,
If the sweet flavor
used In croquettes or In
is objectionable to
combination with other
any, the water may
meals in various dishes.
be removed
durChicken Souffle. Mince
lie
n cupful of chicken very
ing
boiling
liite nilil u cupful of white
adding fresh water,
lien drain, mush
sauce, a teaspounful of
and season well
chopped parsley, salt,
with
butter, salt
pepper nnd onion Juice
and pepper. The
to tasle; add ihe beaten yolks of three
Cook three minutes, stirring seasoned parsnip inay be dropped int.;
eggs.
constantly. Cool, fold In the stiffly flitter batter ami fried, making a most
beaten eggs.
Bake until II tin In a delicious frit ler.
Carrot Loaf. Take one cupful each
moilerute oven.
Take of finely ground carrots, milk, boiled
Cornmeal Apple Pudding.
f
cupful of sugar, a pint of rice, ground peanuts, or six ounces of
fresh mush, two
eggs, a chopped round sleak, one egg, one
half cupful of milk, one pint of chop- - cupful of bread crumbs, a fourth of
ped tart apple. Turn into a greased u cupful of rice water, two luhlcsponii- pan nail bake unlil the tipples are fills of minced pepper, three tablesoft.
spool tills of minced suet or pork, a
f
Tomatoes With Chipped Beef.
tablespoonfuls of onion juice and
each of salt and
leus'pooiifiil
Brown a little sweet fat and lay in
sliced ripe tomatoes, rolled in sea- mustard. Boil the carrots in rice
for live minutes; cool. Add lice,
soned (lour; season with suit, pepper
and cayenne; brown well on both peanuts, bread, milk, beaten egg and
sides; sprinkle a little chopped onion other ingredients; mix well, shape !
over each slice. Spread evenly over In a loaf ami bake 4.i minutes.
Chicken Jelly. ('over the bones of
each a thin layer of chopped chipped
r
meat
beef; cover and cook 20 minutes with- the foul ami hits of
with a quart of water; simmer for sevout stirring.
Asparagus Loaf. Take two cupfuls eral hours, then strain, and pour into
a mold. During lie cooking add seaof cooked asparagus, add
of n cupful of cracker crumbs ami one sonings to taste, such as mace, parsley,
cupful of cream, add one teaspounful onion Juice, salt and pepper. Serve
I
of butter, one teaspoonfiil of salt, u wilh diced fresh vegetables as u salad
s
s
I
little onion juice and one egg. Fold or in various ways.
Creole Sauce. Take
cupIn the asparagus anil hake one hour.
Codfish Rolls. Mix together mushed ful each of flour and mushrooms,
TUNIC SKIRT OF STRIPED SILK.
potato and shredded codlisli. season two tablespiionfllls of chopped onion,
with butter, pepper, suit and form Into a fourlh of a cupful of condensed tobody ending in a belt draped mi l here (lie urt of tlie derolls the size of the thumb and three mato, seven ripe olives, a fourth of a
In the
Is a little signer either shines or falls.
Inches long. Itoll in Hour and fry in cupful of butter and one and a half across the.1 front.-. r.tThere
.1... ...... t
i.w. skirt shown above u single piece of
hot fat. Serve with while sauce gar- cupfuls of water. Cook ihe onion and ripple in ine siwi i i,i me
butter in a double boiler 15 minutes; slopes upward from the front and silk is so well managed in the draping
nished with parsley.
Tomato Sauce. Take one pint of add w ater ami si rained tomatoes, across the back. Some models of this that Hie snipes run diagonally across
tomatoes, four luhlespiMinfiils of fat, Then adil Hour to butter and onion kind are very short at the back. The the front a id huriznntully across the
Let boll five ' c.lhir ii nl cliffs nre nf satin with white back. A l'ia ti re lo he noted is the
a half an onion finely chopped, two and stir all together.
f
minutes, then add the seasonings with polka dots and the skirt narrows to disposition of most of the fullness in
tablespoonfuls of corn starch,
ward the hem.
of salt and pepcr. Serve cold.
Ihe tunic at Hie front of the skirt and
teaspoonfiil of salt, and
At the right of the picture the suit the sash of
a teaspoouful of pepper. Cook the
silk, like the skirt, I led
more
mannish
lines,
mnintalns
of
serge
onion and tomato ten minutes. Strain.
In a bow of two lisipr, ut the front of
but reverses the order of things shown the waist.
Melt the fat, add the flour and mix;
The square end of the
in the other suit. Its coat slopes dow n
add suit, pepper and tomato. Cook
silk used fur the tunic is cascaded at
and
across
the
line
back,
curved
In
a
Hot
Water
Bottles,
Closing
until it thickens.
the left side and nicely finished with
The hot wnter bottle will not leak at is one of the longest models shown. a row of small, flat buttons set close
Fish Croquettes. Take one and
white
t
vest
of
a
over
worn
It
is
be
If
month
the
screwed
s
stopper
cupfuls of fish, one cup- the
together. The underskirt is plain and
ful of cream sauce and one egg. Add In cold Immediately after the bag has wash satin and has a satin overcollar. narrow, merely two lengths of goods
silk
narrow
with
bound
are
The
causes
water
for
the hot
edges
the sauce tothe fish, then add season- been filled,
and finished with a
sewed
and strips of this braid, with three-inc- together
hem.
ings ; dip in crumbs, eggs and crumbs the metal socket to expand and the braid
The
cuff.
finish
the
buttons
bone
two
odd stopper goes in slightly further
again ; fry In deep fat and serve.
almost
When making milk toast add a half than if it too had been expanded by skirt Is plain and hangs
cupful of good flavored grated cheese heat. After It is In place it too begins straight. sketches elsewhere In the picLittle
to it when serving. A good way to use to expand and thus tightens and preture reveal the diversity of the new
vents leaking.
r
dried cheese.

Drained Soli for Beans.
Beans may be expected to do well
soil, but they seem
on any
to prefer a sandy or gravelly loam of
fair fertility.

Dress

Uhdl-Wel- l

Good Excuse for Bothering.
Charles lived with his aunt, who was
a milliner and worked down town. Shi
had told him not to telephone to her
unless It was Important. One day she
was called to the phone, and little
Charles said, "Auntie, don't be cross,
but this is something very Impossible."
Chicago Tribune.

Interest in Millinery.
Since early spring millinery is more
interesting than robes and nianteniix
we shall have to give a lastly to the
matter of the chnpeaux. This year
there is bound to be a great run of
English hats, notes a fashion writer In
the Chicago Herald. Plenty of women
know little or nothing at all about
these plain effects that nre smart nnd
Sight of Fishes.
Scientists have recentry discovered stunning, particularly for shopping nnd
that most fishes are able to focus their sports wear, hut those who are familornaeyes on near objects by means of the iar with the English straws and
these
of
more
or
one
include
ments
inferior
muscle
and
oblique
superior

serviceable models in the spring out
of thought-domcoverings.

11
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Petticoats

in Gay Colors.

For some reason or other petticoats
in gay colors are in demand this
spring. If you cannot afford one ot
taffeta or niessaline, there are very
pretty sateens in bright colors, some
of them with printed flowers. They
are fairly scant nnd unlike the petticoats of yore, usually short enough to
need no alteration for the avervg
woman.
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At Las Vagal
The cnRinemcn and shopmen at the
roundhouse generously donated $13
to the local Red Cross chapter towards the purchase of surgical stip-l'- i
s. thus materially
assisting the
chapter to "carry on" its work.
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WHEN YOU AND I CO OVER. PAL All P.iA II.
All the men who donil hnnt fh-- ir
Thcv are callinir out the men nai
wives will please pay up their
They are calling: them today;
have drilled them into soldiers, scription at once. Tahian News.
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And proudly march away.
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Did you notice the A rmv Rnvs
who put the one and a dozen new
Hiikles in the good old one-step- ?
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In Honor of Visitors
Tuesday afternoon in the reception
For they'll drill us into soldiers, pal, room
of (he new museum, tea was
And make real men of lis
served hv the social committee Tf tb,.
A'"' "VII he clad to lend a hand
Woman Museum hoard for the visiting ladies in the city.
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Dr. J. W. McChiitock of Topcki, which such ships could he turned occasion.
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There is no foundation for the alleged
violations of law attributed to car Company by agents of the Federal Trada
Commission and I want to sr.y emphatically that Swift & Company is net a party to
any conspiracy to defraud the Government. Nor has Swift & Company been
guilty of improperly storing foods or of
making false entries or reports.

KAUNE'S
s
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
Bakery Goods

Coffee Cake
Raisin Bread

Apple Pie
Raisin Pie

Fruit
Bananas
Oranges
Grapes
Apples
Vegetable
Sweet Potatoes
Celery

WE HAVE THEM ALL

KAUNE'S

Phone 26

We will continue to do our utmott,on- der Government direction, to increase our
production and assist the Food Administration. We consider that the opportunity
to
and to our
fullest powers with this branch of the
Government is our plain and most pressing duty.
The Trade Commission Attorney has,
by false inference and misplaced emphasis, given to disconnected portions of the
correspondence taken from our private
files and read into the Record, a false and
sinister meaning with the plain purpose
of creating antagonistic public opinion.
The services of the packers of the
United States are most urgently needed,
and I regret exceedingly that we should at
this time have to spend our efforts in
defending ourselves against unfounded,
unproved, and unfair assertions such as
are being daily made public.

I

,

Swift & Company, U.S. A.
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In McKinley County
The Catholic schools at St. Mich-1"',ae!s conducted bv the Franciscan
Sisters have enrolled tlvir children
20 Navajo Indians in the Juniors
R.'d Cross.
Another blow to the
Kaiser.
The Crown Point Indian School
Pueblo rionito has enrolled 154 child-irein the Junior Red Cross.
u

Pussies Bring $167.50
What is believed to be a record
price for cats in New Mexico was
reached last week when two pussies sold at Dexter for the benefit
of the Red Cross and brought 1167.50.
They were registered Maltese cats.
Another sad thing is .hat 80 per
.cent, of the Russians will be unable
to read the pathetic history they
have made. Toledo Blade.

DRINK HOT TEA
run A SAD COLD
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The GERMAN American Allithis critical period, the Canital Citv ance. Louiville
Courier-Journa- l.
was the gayest it has been in months
nothing was left undone for the
entertainment of the distinguished MTIE EDWARDS
& MTIE
visitors who will soon be "over there".
ATTORNEY3-AT-LASanta Fe is truly unique and it would
be a difficult task to find people is
OFFICEt
hospitable the year round under any Coraar Palac tk
WasMagtoa
and all circumstances as are found
here.
Santa Fa, Naw Maaiea.
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Get a small package of LTamburjj
Breast Tea. or aa the German folks
it, uamburgcr isrust Jhco, atany
plmrmucy. Take a tablespoon ful of the
tea, put a cup of boiling water upon
it, pour through a sieve and drink a
teacup full at any tinis during tho
day or before rctirim.'. It id the most
effective way to break a cold and cure!
prip, as it open? the porea of the iskiD,
relieving voiigput iun. Ali loosens the
bowels, thus driving a cold from the

A.

..

CAPITAL

J ry it tli next time you suffer from
cold or the grip. It is inexpensive
and entirely vegetable, therefore bafu
nnd harmless.

NEAR A. T. & S. F. DEPOT

i

YARD

GOAL

Swastika Coal, Cerrillos Coal, All Kinds
Steam Coal; Madrid, N. M., Anthracite
Coal, Madrid Smithing Coal, Cord and
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.
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Conference of packers, where prices
have been discussed, have been held at
the urgent request and in the presence
of representatives of either the Food
Administration or the. Council of National
Defense. And yet the packers have been
accused of committing a felony by acting
in collusion on Government bid3
We have done our beat, with other
packers, large and small, to comply with
the directions of the United States Food
Administration in all particulars, including
the furnishing of food supplies for the U. S.
Army and Navy and the Allies, now being handled through the Food Administration.
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Sail Pcin and

Stiffiien away with
a small bottle of old honest
St Jacobt 0U

! POWER RATE

your bark ia sore and lame
Hciatiea or rheumatism has
atiiieiicd
you
up, don't suffer 1 Get a
25 cent dottle of old, honest "St
When

or

lumlm-'o-

Jacobs Oil" at any drug store, pour a
little in your hand and nib it right
into the pain or ache, and by the time
you count fifty, the soreness and lame
ness is gone.
Don't stay crippled! This soothing,
penetrating oil needs to be nsed only
onee. It take the ache and pain right
oat of your back and ends the misery.
It ia magical, yet absolutely harmless
and doesn't burn tbe skin.
Nothing aim 'stops lumbago, sciatica
d lama back miaery ao prompUyl

200 K. W. 7c per K. VV.
300 K. W. 6c per K. W.
400 K. W. 5c per K. VV.
All ia exceaa

of the above at 4c per K. W

Special Rates for Cooking.
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